Women and men often are held to different standards of appropriate behavior ([@bibr59-1088868319891310]; [@bibr127-1088868319891310]). For example, women are penalized more than men for self-promoting behavior ([@bibr136-1088868319891310]) and for speaking in a direct and dominant manner ([@bibr26-1088868319891310]). In addition, compared with women, men are penalized for passiveness ([@bibr33-1088868319891310]) and modest behavior ([@bibr115-1088868319891310]). Such "backlash" effects ([@bibr137-1088868319891310]), whereby men and women receive sanctions for violating social standards for their behavior, can have far-ranging negative consequences for individuals and society.

The present analysis focuses on (hetero)sexual double standards (SDS), in which different sexual behaviors are expected of, and valued for, men and women ([@bibr53-1088868319891310]; [@bibr182-1088868319891310]). Traditionally, men/boys are expected to be sexually active, dominant, and the initiator of (hetero)sexual activity, whereas women/girls are expected to be sexually reactive, submissive, and passive. Moreover, traditionally men are granted more sexual freedom than women. As a consequence, men and women can be treated differently for the same sexual behaviors. For example, slut-shaming is experienced by 50% of girls, compared with 20% of boys ([@bibr77-1088868319891310]).

Furthermore, traditional SDS have been associated with gender differences in sexual coercion and violence ([@bibr146-1088868319891310]), as well as in sexual pleasure and achieving orgasms ([@bibr91-1088868319891310]; [@bibr141-1088868319891310]). SDS have also been associated with gender differences in sexual risk behavior, specifically with more sexual partners for men, and more reluctance to request or insist on condom use for women ([@bibr101-1088868319891310]). Traditional SDS have further been related to other societal problems, such as homophobia, sexism, and gender inequality ([@bibr181-1088868319891310]; [@bibr183-1088868319891310]).

However, research is inconsistent about the continued existence and extent of SDS (for narrative reviews, see [@bibr17-1088868319891310]; [@bibr34-1088868319891310]; [@bibr182-1088868319891310]), which might be due to, among other reasons, differences between the studies in the conceptualization and measurement of SDS. Because of the negative implications of SDS for men and women, it is important to illuminate whether SDS still exist. This undertaking necessitates probing whether the conclusions about its existence depend on the sexual behavior type assessed, or on how SDS are measured or conceptualized. Therefore, we conducted a meta-analysis to examine whether SDS are present in society and which measures and conceptualizations yield evidence for the existence of SDS, and which do not. We define existence of SDS as the degree to which people have internalized SDS in their own social cognitions (i.e., stereotypes, attitudes; [@bibr69-1088868319891310]).

Theoretical Perspectives on SDS {#section1-1088868319891310}
===============================

In our work, we draw on several distinct yet sometimes overlapping theoretical frameworks to make predictions about the existence and moderators of SDS. Our goal was to provide a broad theoretical overview of the conditions under which SDS would be present. First, evolutionary theory ([@bibr24-1088868319891310]; [@bibr162-1088868319891310]) and biosocial theory ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]) assume the existence of SDS and make predictions about moderators of the strength of SDS, specifically with regard to the behavioral specificity of SDS, cultural differences, and historical change. Second, we use the theoretical framework of male and female control theory, which builds on premises of evolutionary and biosocial theory, to make predictions about gender differences in SDS. Third, we employ the gender-intensification hypothesis, which is similar to biosocial theory in its focus on gender roles, to predict age differences in SDS. The specific predictions we derived from each perspective are primarily based on our interpretation of the theories. The original theorists did not necessarily specify these concrete predictions, but we believe that they logically follow from their core propositions.

Theoretical perspectives on the existence of SDS {#section2-1088868319891310}
------------------------------------------------

### Evolutionary theory {#section3-1088868319891310}

Evolutionary theories, and especially gender differences in parental investment and reproductive strategies, provide rationales for the differential expectations and evaluations of men's and women's sexual behavior. Regarding parental investment, women biologically invest more in their children than men (e.g., egg cells are more precious than sperm cells, 9-month pregnancy, delivery; [@bibr162-1088868319891310]). Due to the lower parental investment of men compared with women, there is a high degree of competition among males for female mates. In this context, being highly dominant and assertive sexually is likely to increase mating success for men ([@bibr24-1088868319891310]). In addition, men benefit more than women from having frequent sex with multiple partners, as this increases the likelihood of passing their genes on to a next generation. In contrast, the higher parental investment by women makes them more selective with regard to choosing mates or withholding sex, until they may be sure that the partner can provide resources for their children ([@bibr119-1088868319891310]) and is willing to assist in raising their children ([@bibr175-1088868319891310]). These evolutionary processes are supposed to unconsciously influence how we view sexual behavior of others and ourselves. More specifically, it has been suggested that physical or behavioral traits that indicate reproductive fitness elicit positive evaluations and traits that indicate a lack of fitness elicit negative evaluations ([@bibr111-1088868319891310]).

### Biosocial theory {#section4-1088868319891310}

According to biosocial theory ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]), different norms for the behavior of men and women arise from societies' division in gender roles: the female role of homemaker and the male role of economic provider. These different roles emerged, among others, from biological differences between men and women, with men being physically stronger, and women investing more in childbearing and nursing. As such, this theory integrates evolutionary processes related to parental investment and sexual strategies, although the division of gender roles is viewed as the most proximal cause of gender differences. Traditionally, the male role is characterized by competence, independence, assertiveness, power, and leadership, whereas the female role is characterized by submissiveness, kindness, consideration, helping, nurturing, and caring. People are expected to behave according to their gender roles and behavior that adheres to gender roles elicits positive evaluations, whereas behavior that violates gender roles elicits negative evaluations ([@bibr62-1088868319891310]). Because gender roles are social constructions, socialization processes such as observational learning, reward, and punishment are important for learning what constitutes appropriate sexual behavior for men and women ([@bibr25-1088868319891310]). These processes influence men's and women's own sexual behavior, but also their cognitions about SDS.

Applied to sexual behavior, the power difference in gender roles means that society expects men to be sexually agentic, that is, dominant, powerful, and assertive, and rewards men for such behaviors. In contrast, society expects women to be sexually communal, that is, submissive, passive, and reactive in sexual relationships, and accordingly rewards women for such behaviors. Most previous research on gender differences in sexual agency has focused on initiation patterns, with men initiating sex more frequently than women ([@bibr45-1088868319891310]). Other examples of sexually agentic behaviors are perpetration of interpersonal sexual violence and willingness to engage in casual sexual relations ([@bibr114-1088868319891310]), or being the director of sex as well as the teacher and expert in sex ([@bibr143-1088868319891310]). Examples of women's more sexually communal behaviors are associating sex with complying and submitting, not communicating one's own desires ([@bibr57-1088868319891310]; [@bibr91-1088868319891310]), and consent to unwanted sexual activities in relationships ([@bibr123-1088868319891310]).

Theoretical perspectives on moderators of SDS {#section5-1088868319891310}
---------------------------------------------

### Gender differences in SDS {#section6-1088868319891310}

Other theories that provide relevant predictions with regard to SDS are male and female control theory ([@bibr14-1088868319891310]). This theoretical framework integrates both evolutionary and sociocultural (i.e., feminist) perspectives to explain suppression of female sexuality in general, and more specifically to explain gender differences in SDS. According to male control theory, SDS can be viewed as a male privilege that men want to keep in place. Advantages for men that arise from SDS, and the associated sexual dominance of men and suppression of female sexuality, are improved certainty about paternity ([@bibr23-1088868319891310]), reduced male insecurity, and prevention of social chaos caused by widespread, indiscriminate sex ([@bibr14-1088868319891310]; [@bibr83-1088868319891310]). As such, SDS are part of a patriarchal system that is created by and for men, and suppresses women. Men are invested in patriarchy more than women, and therefore men might also be more supportive of SDS ([@bibr138-1088868319891310]). In addition, women are less accepting than men of social hierarchies that subordinate women ([@bibr100-1088868319891310]), such as traditional gender roles.

In contrast, female control theory ([@bibr14-1088868319891310]) proposes that female sexuality is a more valuable resource than male sexuality, because gender differences in sexual desire leads to a higher demand for female sexuality. As a consequence, SDS in which female sexuality is suppressed have advantages for women, because they can trade highly valued sexual favors for lower valued favors from men, such as economic provision, monogamous relationships, and parental investment. There is, however, less empirical support for female control theory than there is for male control theory ([@bibr126-1088868319891310]; [@bibr138-1088868319891310]). Because male control theory proposes that SDS constitute a form of male privilege that men want to control and keep in place, we predicted that men would be more likely than women to hold traditional SDS.

### Behavioral specificity of SDS {#section7-1088868319891310}

An important question is whether the existence of SDS is behavior specific. In the current meta-analysis, we defined sexual behavior as any behavior involving oral sex and/or sexual intercourse (vaginal/anal), because too few studies examined SDS in other behaviors, such as petting, kissing, or manual stimulation of the genitalia. Previous research examined the existence of SDS in a myriad of sexual behaviors, ranging from premarital sex in committed relationships (e.g., [@bibr158-1088868319891310]), having sex outside committed relationships (i.e., casual sex; e.g., [@bibr125-1088868319891310]), having sex for the first time at the age of 16 or younger (i.e., early sexual debut; e.g., [@bibr156-1088868319891310]), sexual infidelity or having a sexual affair (e.g., [@bibr72-1088868319891310]), being highly sexually active (e.g., many sexual partners versus a few sexual partners, engaging in threesomes, multiple sexual partners at the same time) versus being less sexually active (e.g., [@bibr157-1088868319891310]), to sexual coercion between persons that are in a power or age hierarchy, for example a teacher and a student (e.g., [@bibr41-1088868319891310]).

Even though evolutionary theory and biosocial theory have often been pitted against each other in the literature, there is accumulating evidence for hybrid models explaining gender differences in sexuality from the interplay between evolutionary predispositions and sociocultural pressures ([@bibr103-1088868319891310]). For example, the relative power of evolutionary and biosocial theory to explain gender differences may vary depending on the behavior under consideration ([@bibr35-1088868319891310]; [@bibr103-1088868319891310]). In terms of reproductive fitness, men would benefit more than women from having frequent casual sex with many partners, having an early sexual debut, and having sex with other person's during a committed relationship (i.e., sexual infidelity; [@bibr24-1088868319891310]; [@bibr126-1088868319891310]). For men engaging in these behaviors is likely to increase the success of passing genes on to the next generation, whereas for women refraining or postponing these behaviors is likely to be a more successful reproductive strategy because of their higher parental investment. Therefore, based on evolutionary theory we expect SDS to be most prevalent for these specific behaviors and less for other sexual behaviors, such as premarital sex in committed relationships, or sexual coercion. It is important to realize that sexual behaviors are not limited to the context of reproduction, because use of condoms and contraceptives can prevent actual impregnation, but rather evolutionary processes can be viewed as general tendencies underlying sexual behavior ([@bibr182-1088868319891310]).

Biosocial theory ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]) would predict that SDS are most prevalent in sexual encounters where there is a power/status difference between men and women, and less so in the other sexual behaviors (e.g., early sexual debut, casual sex, sexual infidelity, premarital sex in committed relationship, high sexual activity level; see also [@bibr182-1088868319891310]). In patriarchal societies, men hold more power than women, which is supposed to underlie gender differences in sexual behavior and attitudes ([@bibr60-1088868319891310]; [@bibr126-1088868319891310]). In such a context, society affords sexual agency more to men than to women. More specifically, SDS may serve to justify male sexual coercion toward women ([@bibr96-1088868319891310]; [@bibr171-1088868319891310]), possibly because men exerting power over women in a sexual context fit with their agentic role. In addition, male victims of sexual coercion or rape might be perceived as powerless and not willing to have sex, which violates men's (hetero)sexual agentic gender role ([@bibr174-1088868319891310]). Double standards with regard to sexual coercion in power/age hierarchies have most often been studied in person perception studies. In such studies, participants evaluate a perpetrator (e.g., higher status or older) and/or a victim (e.g., lower status or younger) in a hypothetical sexual context. Based on biosocial theory we expect the strongest SDS in the context of sexual coercion/power hierarchy, with male perpetrators being evaluated less negatively or penalized less (e.g., deserving less punishment, judged to be less exploitative) than female perpetrators, and male victims being evaluated more negatively (e.g., condemned more, more damaged reputation) than female victims.

Yet, an alternative hypothesis is also possible on the basis of the societal norm that men need to protect women, because women are more vulnerable. It has been argued that the traditional male gender role therefore also encompasses chivalry norms ([@bibr46-1088868319891310]). In the context of sexual coercion in power/age hierarchies, male perpetrators violate the chivalry aspect of their gender role. Therefore, people might penalize male perpetrators more than female perpetrators. This expectation is consistent with research on violence in general, showing that people evaluated violence from a man to a woman more negatively than violence from a woman to a man (e.g., [@bibr56-1088868319891310]).

### Cross-cultural differences and changes over time {#section8-1088868319891310}

Evolutionary theories, and specifically the perspective of obligate sex differences (i.e., persistent and relatively uniform psychological sex differences across cultures due to hormonal or genetic effects), would predict that there are no differences in SDS between countries. If these double standards evolved from adaptive gender differences in reproductive strategies, they would be universal and should be visible in all countries ([@bibr142-1088868319891310]). However, according to the emergently moderated perspective cross-cultural variation in sex differences is the result of moderating factors in the local ecology, like religion and gender equality. Level of gender equality is particularly relevant in the context of SDS. Yet, the emergently moderated perspective does not yield a testable hypothesis about whether increasing levels of gender equality would suppress or accentuate gender differences in the norms for sexual behavior. Therefore, we will only test the prediction from the obligate sex difference perspective.

With regard to cross-cultural differences, biosocial theory would argue that gender roles are a product of culture ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]) and thus SDS might differ between countries. To quantify cross-cultural differences in gender equality, two measures have been developed that assess the level of gender equality in countries across the world: the gender inequality index ([@bibr164-1088868319891310]) and the global gender gap score ([@bibr178-1088868319891310]). Data from these measures showed that Scandinavian and Western European countries generally have the smallest gender gap in the world and that North American countries have a somewhat bigger gender gap. Latin-American and Asian societies have intermediate levels of gender inequality. The largest gender inequality can be found in Middle East and North African societies. Biosocial theory would predict that lower gender equality scores of countries on these measures are associated with more traditional SDS.

Regarding changes over time, evolutionary theory would not predict changes in SDS over the last 60 years, because evolutionary changes are generally slow. However, biosocial theory would predict that SDS would be less traditional in recent studies compared with older studies. In recent decades, the division of gender roles has become less strict in most modern Western societies ([@bibr47-1088868319891310]), which according to biosocial theory would lead to less differentiation in the norms for the sexual behavior of men and women ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]). Moreover, gender equality has increased in most Western societies over the decades ([@bibr84-1088868319891310]).

### Age differences in SDS {#section9-1088868319891310}

Neither evolutionary theory nor biosocial theory makes direct predictions with regard to age differences in the existence of SDS. Yet, pressures to conform to gender roles increase with child age and might be highest in adolescence ([@bibr12-1088868319891310]). According to the gender-intensification hypothesis, this might be because adolescence is a period in which boys and girls become increasingly different as a result of the convergence of biological, social, and cognitive changes ([@bibr78-1088868319891310]). Also, major developments in sexuality take place in adolescence ([@bibr37-1088868319891310]), making sexuality a highly salient issue on which adolescents evaluate each other ([@bibr97-1088868319891310]). Therefore, we expected SDS to be more prevalent in adolescent samples than in adult samples.

SDS: Previous Findings {#section10-1088868319891310}
======================

[@bibr132-1088868319891310] conducted the first systematic study of SDS in the 1960s, indicating that more sexual permissiveness was granted to men than to women. Since then, dozens of studies have been published on SDS, albeit with inconsistent results. Several studies did not find clear evidence of SDS (e.g., [@bibr65-1088868319891310]; [@bibr122-1088868319891310]), whereas others clearly demonstrated the existence of traditional SDS (e.g., [@bibr106-1088868319891310]; [@bibr108-1088868319891310]). Some recent studies even found evidence for a reversed double standard (e.g., [@bibr81-1088868319891310]; [@bibr184-1088868319891310]), in which women were evaluated more positively than men for high sexual activity ([@bibr110-1088868319891310]).

Several narrative reviews tried to summarize the inconsistent body of research ([@bibr17-1088868319891310]; [@bibr34-1088868319891310]; [@bibr60-1088868319891310]). [@bibr34-1088868319891310] concluded that traditional double standards for some sexual behaviors still exist, for example, for initiating sex, casual sex, sex at an early age, and having many sexual partners, but that for other sexual behaviors a double standard is no longer present, for example, for sex before marriage. [@bibr60-1088868319891310] concluded that in some studies men held more traditional SDS than women and that SDS might be more traditional in non-U.S. samples (Russian, Japanese) compared with U.S. samples. Similar to [@bibr34-1088868319891310], [@bibr17-1088868319891310] concluded that premarital sex and casual sex are accepted for both men and women in Western cultures, whereas a double standard still exists for other sexual behaviors, such as being highly sexually active or having a high number of sexual partners. From these reviews, we can conclude that the following moderators appear to play a role in the existence of SDS: sexual behavior type, gender, and cultural background.

In addition, two meta-analyses examined gender differences in sexuality, encompassing 30 specific sexual behaviors and attitudes ([@bibr119-1088868319891310]; [@bibr126-1088868319891310]). These meta-analyses also assessed a *gender difference* in SDS attitudes, but did not report the overall existence of SDS across men and women. Men reported more traditional SDS than women in the meta-analysis on studies conducted between 1993 and 2007 ([@bibr126-1088868319891310]), whereas women reported more traditional SDS than men in the meta-analysis on studies conducted between 1974 and 1993 ([@bibr119-1088868319891310]). Both meta-analyses each only included seven studies about the SDS, which might be because the search terms were not specific enough for SDS. Moreover, a small number of included studies assessing SDS precluded robust examination of moderators.

Finally, recently [@bibr182-1088868319891310] conducted a theory-based narrative review on SDS, describing evidence for hypotheses based on evolutionary theory, biosocial theory, and cognitive social learning theory. First, they did not identify any evidence for evolutionary theory's proposition that SDS would be most evident for sexual behaviors that could lead to reproduction. This hypothesis could not be studied in the current meta-analysis, because too few studies examined SDS in sexual behaviors that cannot lead to reproduction, such as petting or kissing. Second, they presented evidence for the prediction of biosocial theory that SDS are more evident when there are power differences between men and women. Third, they identified evidence for SDS being more prevalent in cultures characterized by higher levels of gender inequality and for SDS becoming more egalitarian over time. These findings were in line with biosocial theory, but not with evolutionary theory. Regarding predictions of cognitive social learning theory, they identified evidence for the role of traditional gender-role socialization and a high level of sexual experience in the existence of SDS.

Conceptualization and Measurement of SDS {#section11-1088868319891310}
========================================

Inconsistencies in previous research on SDS could be due to differences in conceptualization, measurement, and study design.

Conceptualization {#section12-1088868319891310}
-----------------

Most previous research has conceptualized SDS in terms of attitudes: people's differential evaluation of sexual behaviors of men versus women. Yet, research using this conceptualization has provided inconsistent evidence of SDS. Therefore, [@bibr111-1088868319891310] proposed a reconceptualization of SDS. They distinguished between people's personal acceptance of SDS (e.g., "I would think badly of a man/woman who had protected sexual intercourse with a woman/man he or she was not emotionally committed to") and people's knowledge of the existence of SDS in society (e.g., "Who do you think has more sexual freedom today?"). Using this reconceptualization, they found that most people still believe SDS exist at a societal level, but on a personal level most people held egalitarian standards. The distinction between personal attitudes and more generally shared social expectations is similar to the common distinction in social psychology between knowledge of cultural stereotypes (i.e., socially shared set of expectations about a certain social group) and personal attitudes (i.e., negative or positive evaluation of certain social group or behavior of this group) ([@bibr69-1088868319891310]).

Because SDS are grounded in negative evaluations of those who behave in ways that violate social sexual standards as well as stereotyped beliefs about gender ([@bibr98-1088868319891310]), in the current meta-analysis we assessed SDS in terms of individuals' attitudes, that is, their personal evaluation of sexual behavior of men versus women, and in terms of their stereotypes, that is, their expectations about the sexual behavior of men and women. Although, as explained below, we were not able to distinguish between personal stereotypical beliefs and knowledge of cultural stereotypes in our analysis, we nonetheless expected that the broad distinction between attitudes and stereotypes might be important. Consider, for example, that findings indicate that in children, as well as adults, content of gender stereotypes has not changed over time, whereas gender attitudes have become more egalitarian ([@bibr135-1088868319891310]; [@bibr151-1088868319891310]). Thus, studies conceptualizing SDS in terms of stereotypes (e.g., participants' responses to questions such as "Who has more sexual freedom?") might be more likely to yield evidence for a double standard, compared with studies using the attitude conceptualization (e.g., participants' differential evaluation of either a male of female target in a friends-with-\[sexual\]benefits scenario) or studies conceptualizing SDS as a combination of stereotypes and attitudes (e.g., aggregating participants' agreement with attitude statements such as "It is worse for a woman to sleep around than it is for a man" with stereotype statements such as "It is expected that a woman is less sexually experienced than her partner.").

Measurement type and study design {#section13-1088868319891310}
---------------------------------

Dual-process models of cognition propose that social cognitions can be present both at an explicit and an implicit level ([@bibr64-1088868319891310]). Explicit cognitions are overtly expressed ideas that are under conscious control and, therefore, are especially prone to social-desirable responding ([@bibr70-1088868319891310]). Self-report questionnaires of stereotypes and attitudes tap into explicit cognitions. Implicit cognitions, on the other hand, are supposedly relatively inaccessible to conscious awareness, are elicited unintentionally, require little amounts of cognitive resources, and cannot be stopped voluntarily ([@bibr63-1088868319891310]). They are most often assessed with implicit association tests (IATs) that measure the strength of automatic associations between concepts (e.g., men, women, Black people, gay people) and attributes (e.g., career, family, angry, good, bad). An important implication of dual-process models for social cognitions about controversial subjects, such as gender, is that people might report more egalitarian cognitions on explicit self-report measures than are suggested by their responses on implicit measures. The explicit format enables them to better control the expression of potentially socially undesirable cognitions ([@bibr63-1088868319891310]). Research has indeed shown that implicitly assessed gender stereotypes were more traditional than explicitly assessed gender stereotypes ([@bibr54-1088868319891310]).

In the SDS literature, studies often used self-report questionnaires resulting in a composite score indicating explicit SDS-cognitions (e.g., [@bibr27-1088868319891310]). Questionnaires differ, however, in whether they assess participants' agreement with statements that are indicative of a traditional double standard (e.g., "It is up to the man to initiate sex."; double standard scale \[DSS\] of [@bibr27-1088868319891310]), or participants' evaluation of parallel items about men's and women's sexual behavior (e.g., "A \[girl/boy\] who has sex on the first date is easy"; SDS scale of [@bibr117-1088868319891310]; premarital sexual permissiveness scale by [@bibr132-1088868319891310]). Implicit measures have hardly been used to asses SDS (see, for example, [@bibr106-1088868319891310]; [@bibr140-1088868319891310]), and findings regarding differences in implicit and explicit SDS have been inconsistent. For example, [@bibr106-1088868319891310] found evidence of double standards for person evaluation under divided attention (i.e., implicit condition), but not for person evaluation under full attention (i.e., explicit condition). In contrast, [@bibr140-1088868319891310] found that men held more traditional SDS than women on an explicit self-report questionnaire, but men held egalitarian standards on an IAT, whereas women demonstrated reversed double standards on the IAT.

Another measurement type that is often used, and could be considered as a relatively implicit measure of SDS, is an experimental task in which participants have to evaluate a vignette or scenario that describes the sexual behavior of a hypothetical male and/or female (e.g., [@bibr11-1088868319891310]). Such tasks are considered less explicit methodologies for measuring SDS ([@bibr87-1088868319891310]; [@bibr131-1088868319891310]; [@bibr172-1088868319891310]). For instance, in a between-subject design, researchers randomly assign vignettes/scenarios to participants, who are generally unaware of the presence of other vignettes presented to other participants. Or in a within-subject design, researchers administer vignettes/scenarios in a counter-balanced way to participants. Such procedures make it less explicit that the participant's SDS-cognitions are assessed than with self-report questionnaires. Because of the less explicit nature of the assessment, social desirability may play a less important role in experimental designs using vignettes than in studies using self-report questionnaires ([@bibr70-1088868319891310]).

In addition, between-subjects designs are likely more implicit in nature than within-subjects designs. In between-subjects designs, participants evaluate the sexual behavior of either a man or a woman, whereas in within-subjects designs, participants evaluate the sexual behavior of both genders, which likely makes the focus on gender differences more explicit. In previous studies, scholars also suspected that social desirability and demand characteristics (whereby participants form an interpretation of the experiment's purpose and unconsciously change their responses to fit that interpretation) play a larger role in within-subject research on SDS than in between-subject research ([@bibr107-1088868319891310]; [@bibr111-1088868319891310]). Thus, evidence of SDS is less likely to be found in studies using relatively explicit measures or designs, than in studies using relatively implicit measures or designs. More specifically, studies using Likert-type-scale questionnaires are less likely to yield evidence for SDS than studies assessing the differential evaluation of men and women engaging in the same sexual behavior, or studies using IATs or similar reaction-time measures. Similarly, between-subjects designs are more likely to yield evidence for SDS than within-subjects designs.

Current Study {#section14-1088868319891310}
=============

The current meta-analysis of SDS tested the following grand hypotheses based on evolutionary theory ([@bibr24-1088868319891310]; [@bibr162-1088868319891310]) and biosocial theory ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]): (a) people expect behaviors associated with high sexual activity more from men than from women, and behaviors associated with low sexual activity more from women than from men; (b) people evaluate highly sexually active men more positively (or less negatively) than highly sexually active women, and low sexually active women more positively (or less negatively) than low sexually active men.

In addition, we tested several hypotheses regarding specific moderators. Both evolutionary theory and biosocial theory propose that SDS are behavior specific, with evolutionary theory predicting SDS to be most evident for having frequent casual sex with many partners, having an early sexual debut, and sexual infidelity, whereas biosocial theory predicts SDS to be most evident for sexual coercion in a power/age hierarchy. In addition, biosocial theory predicts that there are differences in SDS between countries and changes over time, but evolutionary theory does not. The hypotheses that were based on evolutionary theory and biosocial theory are similar to the hypotheses presented in a recent narrative review of the theories relevant to the study of SDS ([@bibr182-1088868319891310]).

Regarding the demographic moderator age, the gender-intensification hypothesis predicts that studies with adolescent samples are more likely to yield evidence for SDS than studies with adult samples. In terms of gender differences, male control theory proposes that men would be more likely than women to hold traditional SDS-cognitions. With regard to measurement moderators of SDS, dual-process models of social cognition predict that studies using relatively explicit measures or designs (e.g., self-reports, within-subjects designs) yield less evidence for SDS than studies using relatively implicit measures or designs (e.g., IATs, vignettes, between-subjects designs). Last, studies conceptualizing SDS as stereotypes may be more likely to yield evidence for SDS than studies conceptualizing SDS as personal attitudes, or as a combination of stereotypes and personal attitudes.

The current meta-analysis extends previous narrative and meta-analytic reviews in the following ways: (a) examination of the presence and strength of SDS from 1960 until 2019; (b) examination of the effect of moderators related to sample, sexual behavior type, measurement and design, and publication year; (c) a theory-based meta-analytic approach. Such a meta-analysis is currently lacking, but is essential for better and more rigorous experimental design of future SDS research and has the potential to enhance understanding of etiology and functioning of SDS ([@bibr182-1088868319891310]).

Method {#section15-1088868319891310}
======

Literature Search {#section16-1088868319891310}
-----------------

We used the PRISMA guidelines for conducting and reporting the current meta-analysis ([@bibr113-1088868319891310]; see [Supplemental Appendix A](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1088868319891310)). The current meta-analysis was preregistered (see [Supplemental Appendix B](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1088868319891310)). Via three search methods, we identified eligible studies until March 1, 2019. First, we searched the electronic databases of Scopus, ERIC, PsycINFO, Online Contents, and PiCarta for empirical, peer-reviewed articles using the following search terms: ((premarital AND sex\* AND standard\*) OR (sex\* AND double AND standard\*) OR (sex\* AND permissive\* AND gender AND attitude\*)). These search terms are similar to the search terms used in previous systematic narrative reviews on SDS ([@bibr17-1088868319891310]; [@bibr34-1088868319891310]). We checked whether the search terms yielded all articles included in previous narrative reviews on SDS. This was indeed the case. Second, we searched the reference lists of relevant narrative reviews on SDS and meta-analyses on gender differences in sexuality. Third, we searched the reference lists of the articles and dissertations that met our inclusion criteria for eligible studies. We applied a very broad strategy with this reference search, including all articles that mentioned any of our search terms in the title terms. The database search and reference list search together yielded 1,364 hits. [Figure 1](#fig1-1088868319891310){ref-type="fig"} depicts the flowchart of the literature search.

![Flow chart of literature search process.](10.1177_1088868319891310-fig1){#fig1-1088868319891310}

Inclusion Criteria {#section17-1088868319891310}
------------------

To be included in the meta-analysis, studies had to assess participants' cognitions about SDS in terms of attitudes (one's personal evaluation of sexual behavior of men versus women) and/or stereotypes (a socially shared set of expectations about the sexual behavior or men and women). Examples of personal attitude conceptualizations of SDS are (a) participants' differential evaluation of either a male of female target in a friends-with-(sexual)benefits scenario; or (b) participants' differential agreement with statements about men and women's sexual behavior ("A \[girl/guy\] who has sex on the first date is 'easy'"). Examples of stereotype conceptualizations of SDS are (a) participants' differential expectations about the percentage of males and the percentage of females who have had sex by the age of 18; (b) participants' level of agreement with statements such as "A girl is usually looking for a man to marry, but a boy is usually looking for sex" or "Women who are sexually experienced with multiple partners are usually not respected as much as men who are sexually experienced"; and (c) participants' responses to questions such as "Who generally has more sexual freedom?" Studies examining differences in the sexual *behavior* of men and women were, thus, not included. Importantly, half of the studies assessing stereotype aspects of SDS used a conceptualization of stereotypes as personal beliefs (e.g., personal expectations about the percentage of males and females engaging in a certain sexual behavior). The other half of the studies conceptualized SDS stereotypes as collective beliefs (e.g., "Who generally has more sexual freedom?"). There were too few studies examining stereotypes to investigate these two stereotype aspects as separate moderator categories. Therefore, they were grouped together.

Following recommendations by [@bibr34-1088868319891310], we excluded studies from this meta-analysis when they employed a design that confounded participant gender and target gender (e.g., participants only evaluating the sexual behavior of same- or opposite-gender targets). Such a design makes it impossible to draw conclusions about the existence of SDS. We did not set any restrictions with regard to the language of the paper, as long as an English abstract was available for screening purposes. During the full-text screening phase, papers written in languages other than English (eight Spanish, two Portuguese) were translated by native Spanish- or Portuguese speakers. Of the included publications, two were published in Spanish and one in Portuguese.

When a study lacked sufficient information to be included (*k* = 11), we contacted the 11 corresponding authors by email with a request for additional information (e.g., sample information, information about measures, effect size). However, none of these studies could be included, because the contacted authors did not have access to the data anymore, or the authors never responded.

We determined level of agreement between the first author and a research assistant on the inclusion of studies on a random subset of 100 studies, oversampling included studies. Agreement between the coders was satisfactory (agreement 94%, kappa =.84). In case of disagreements between the coders, the coders discussed the disagreement until they reached consensus. After the reliability assessment, the first author screened the remainder of the articles. The studies that we included in the meta-analyses are presented in [Tables 1](#table1-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Studies Included in Meta-Analysis on Differential Evaluation/Expectation of Men's and Women's Sexual Behavior.

![](10.1177_1088868319891310-table1)

  Study                         Sample   *N*     Age      Education   Gender equality country   Ethnicity   Measure   Questionnaire   Conceptualization   Sexual behavior    Year   Publication   Design
  ----------------------------- -------- ------- -------- ----------- ------------------------- ----------- --------- --------------- ------------------- ------------------ ------ ------------- --------
  [@bibr2-1088868319891310]     ♂        60      19--25   H           0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 1978   J             BS
                                ♀        59      19--25   H           0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 1978   J             BS
  [@bibr6-1088868319891310]     ♂♀       904     31       M           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ESD                2011   J             WS
  [@bibr11-1088868319891310]    ♂        150     21       H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  CP                 2011   D             BS
                                ♀        150     21       H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  CP                 2011   D             BS
  [@bibr13-1088868319891310]    ♂'68     98               H           0.7645                    W           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA           1968   J             WS
                                ♀'68     88               H           0.7645                    W           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA           1968   J             WS
                                ♂'72     107              H           0.7645                    W           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA           1972   J             WS
                                ♀'72     68               H           0.7645                    W           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA           1972   J             WS
  [@bibr21-1088868319891310]    ♂♀       348     20                   0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  CS                 2015   J             BS
  [@bibr28-1088868319891310]    ♂US      35      22       H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  MO                 1998   J             BS
                                ♀US      71      22       H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  MO                 1998   J             BS
                                ♂Mex     56      21       H           0.7645                    LH          V                         AT                  MO                 1998   J             BS
                                ♀Mex     74      21       H           0.7645                    LH          V                         AT                  MO                 1998   J             BS
  [@bibr32-1088868319891310]    1a:♂♀    195     22                   0.7645                    M           V                         S                   CS                 2013   J             BS
                                1b:♂♀    87      24                   0.7645                    M           V                         S                   CS accept          2013   J             BS
                                         87      24                   0.7645                    M           V                                             CS refuse          2013   J             BS
                                2a:♂♀    1029    22                   0.7645                    W           V                         S                   CS accept          2013   J             BS
                                         1030    22                   0.7645                    W           V                                             CS refuse          2013   J             BS
                                2b:♂♀    369     30                   0.7645                    W           V                         S                   CS                 2013   J             BS
  [@bibr39-1088868319891310]    ♂        6,643            M           0.697                     EA          Q         O               AT                  PSU                2010   J             WS
                                ♀        6,973            M           0.697                     EA          Q         O               AT                  PSU                2010   J             WS
  [@bibr41-1088868319891310]    ♂♀       240     19--25   H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  CP                 2004   J             BS
  [@bibr42-1088868319891310]    ♂        100     19--25   H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  MO                 1983   D             WS
                                ♀        100     19--25   H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  MO                 1983   D             WS
  [@bibr50-1088868319891310]    ♂        128     19--25               0.7645                    LH          Q         O               AT                  MO                 2006   J             WS
                                ♀        199     19--25               0.7645                    LH          Q         O               AT                  MO                 2006   J             WS
  [@bibr58-1088868319891310]    ♂        597     \>25     M           0.6385                    LH          Q         O               AT                  CS, IA, PSU        2003   J             WS
  [@bibr61-1088868319891310]    ♂♀       80      19--25               0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 1982   J             BS
                                ♂♀       79      19--25               0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 1982   J             BS
  [@bibr71-1088868319891310]    ♂W       182     33       M           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS, ACT, PSU       2019   J             WS
                                ♀W       152     34       M           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS, ACT, PSU       2019   J             WS
                                ♂A       103     30       M           0.7645                    O           Q         O               AT                  CS, ACT, PSU       2019   J             WS
                                ♀A       69      31       M           0.7645                    O           Q         O               AT                  CS, ACT, PSU       2019   J             WS
  [@bibr72-1088868319891310]    ♂F'71    1081    \>25                 0.8825                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1971   J             WS
                                ♀F'71    1044    \>25                 0.8825                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1971   J             WS
                                ♂F'92    1100    \>25                 0.8825                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1992   J             WS
                                ♀F'92    1142    \>25                 0.8825                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1992   J             WS
                                ♂F'99    693     \>25                 0.8825                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1999   J             WS
                                ♀F'99    721     \>25                 0.8825                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1999   J             WS
                                ♂Est1    297     \>25                 0.8045                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 2000   J             WS
                                ♀Est1    338     \>25                 0.8045                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 2000   J             WS
                                ♂Est2    147     \>25                 0.8045                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 2000   J             WS
                                ♀Est2    196     \>25                 0.8045                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 2000   J             WS
                                ♂R       795     \>25                 0.7195                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1996   J             WS
                                ♀R       1138    \>25                 0.7195                                Q         O               AT                  IA                 1996   J             WS
  [@bibr73-1088868319891310]    ♂        53      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  IA                 2011   J             BS
                                ♀        62      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  IA                 2011   J             BS
  [@bibr87-1088868319891310]    1:♂♀     120     20       H           0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 2009   J             BS
                                2:♂♀     105     21       H           0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 2009   J             BS
  [@bibr89-1088868319891310]    1:♂      155     20       H           0.7645                                Q         5               AT                  PSU                1970   J             WS
                                1:♀      222     20       H           0.7645                                Q         5               AT                  PSU                1970   J             WS
                                2:♂      84      20       H           0.7645                                Q         5               AT                  PSU                1970   J             WS
                                2:♀      97      20       H           0.7645                                Q         5               AT                  PSU                1970   J             WS
  [@bibr93-1088868319891310]    ♂        69      20       H           0.7645                    M           V                         S, AT               CS, ACT, ESD, MO   1999   D             WS
                                ♀        150     20       H           0.7645                    M           V                         S, AT               CS, ACT, ESD, MO   1999   D             WS
  [@bibr95-1088868319891310]    ♂♀       485     19       H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  CP                 2012   J             BS
  [@bibr105-1088868319891310]   ♂        3,467   22       M           0.6815                    O           Q         O               AT                  PSU                2018   J             WS
                                ♀        3,540   22       M           0.6815                    O           Q         O               AT                  PSU                2018   J             WS
  [@bibr107-1088868319891310]   1:♂♀     8,080   23                   0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT                2005   J             BS
                                2:♂♀     144     19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT                2005   J             BS
  [@bibr108-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       468     19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT                2007   J             BS
  [@bibr106-1088868319891310]   1:♂♀     12      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT (17p)          2008   J             BS
                                2:♂♀     12      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT (1p)           2008   J             BS
                                3:♂♀     12      19       H           0.7645                    M           O                         AT                  ACT (17p)          2008   J             BS
                                4:♂♀     12      19       H           0.7645                    M           O                         AT                  ACT (1p)           2008   J             BS
  [@bibr109-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       4,455   31                   0.7645                    O                                     AT                  ACT                2018   J             BS
  [@bibr112-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       1186    20       H           0.7645                    W           Q         2               AT                  MO                 2012   D             WS
  [@bibr118-1088868319891310]   ♂        98      20       H           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS                 1994   J             WS
                                ♀        148     20       H           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS                 1994   J             WS
  [@bibr124-1088868319891310]   ♂        123     20       H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  MO                 2015   J             BS
                                ♀        185     20       H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  MO                 2015   J             BS
  [@bibr132-1088868319891310]   B12-18   143     12--18               0.7645                    B           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1964   J             WS
                                W12-18   56      12--18               0.7645                    W           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1964   J             WS
                                B19-25   444     19--25   H           0.7645                    B           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1964   J             WS
                                W19-25   160     19--25   H           0.7645                    W           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1964   J             WS
                                B\>25    1,251   \>25                 0.7645                    B           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1964   J             WS
                                W\>25    139     \>25                 0.7645                    W           Q         5               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1964   J             WS
  [@bibr133-1088868319891310]   ♂'65     129     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1965   J             WS
                                ♀'65     115     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1965   J             WS
                                ♂'70     137     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1970   J             WS
                                ♀'70     158     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1970   J             WS
                                ♂'75     138     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1975   J             WS
                                ♀'75     298     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1975   J             WS
                                ♂'80     169     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1980   J             WS
                                ♀'80     230     19--25   H           0.7645                                Q         O               AT                  ACT                1980   J             WS
  [@bibr139-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       2871    19--25   H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  CP                 2010   J             BS
  [@bibr145-1088868319891310]   ♂        277     16                   0.8270                                Q         O               S, AT               ACT                1996   J             WS
                                ♀        405     16                   0.8270                                Q         O               S, AT               ACT                1996   J             WS
  [@bibr152-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       151     18       H           0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 2008   J             BS
  [@bibr153-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       8,458   16       M           0.7645                    M           Q         O               AT                  ESD                2017   J             WS
  [@bibr154-1088868319891310]   ♂        38      19--25   H           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1982   J             WS
                                ♀        129     19--25   H           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA, PSE      1982   J             WS
  [@bibr156-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       553     21       H           0.7645                                V                         AT                  ESD                1987   J             BS
  [@bibr155-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       666     19       H           0.7645                                V                         AT                  MO                 1989   J             BS
  [@bibr161-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       793     27                   0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  MO                 2018   J             BS
  [@bibr170-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       314     19       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               S                   ACT                1999   J             WS
  [@bibr169-1088868319891310]   ♂        97      20       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               S                   ACT                2002   J             WS
                                ♀        172     20       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               S                   ACT                2002   J             WS
  [@bibr172-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       404     19       H           0.8385                                V                         S, AT               CS                 2013   J             BS
  [@bibr180-1088868319891310]   ♂        206     19--25   H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  ACT                2010   J             BS
                                ♀        294     19--25   H           0.7645                    W           V                         AT                  ACT                2010   J             BS
  [@bibr179-1088868319891310]   1:♂      44      12--18               0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT                2016   J             BS
                                1:♀      44      12--18               0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT                2016   J             BS
                                2:♂      44      12--18               0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ESD                2016   J             BS
                                2:♀      43      12--18               0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ESD                2016   J             BS
  [@bibr181-1088868319891310]   1:♂      28      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT low            2014   J             BS
                                1:♀      54      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT low            2014   J             BS
                                2:♂      20      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT high           2014   J             BS
                                2:♀      46      19       H           0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT high           2014   J             BS
  [@bibr183-1088868319891310]   1:♂      58      33                   0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT low            2016   J             BS
                                1:♀      57      33                   0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT low            2016   J             BS
                                2:♂      65      33                   0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT high           2016   J             BS
                                2:♀      60      33                   0.7645                    M           V                         AT                  ACT high           2016   J             BS

*Note.* Numbers under questionnaire refer to double standard scale of Caron (1), sexual double standard scale of Muehlenhard (2), personal acceptance of double standard scale by Milhausen (3), scale for the assessment of sexual double standards in youth by Emmerink (4), premarital sexual standards scale by Reiss (5). H = high educational level; M = mixed; O = other; MO = mixed/other; A = Asia(n); F = Finnish; R = Russian; Est = Estonian; Mex = Mexican; US = United States; W = White/Caucasian; B = Black; LH = Latino/a/Hispanic; H = Hispanic; EA = East-Asian; Q = questionnaire; V = vignettes/scenarios; S = stereotypes; AT = attitudes; PSLA = premarital sex in love/with affection; PSE = premarital sex engaged; PSU = premarital sex unspecified; CS = casual sex; IA = infidelity/affair; CP = coercion/sex in power hierarchy; ACT = sexual activity; ESD = early sexual debut; J = journal publication; D = dissertation; C = correlational; L = longitudinal; WS = within-subjects design; BS = between-subjects design.

###### 

Studies Included in Meta-Analysis on SDS-Cognitions Assessed With Likert-type-Scale Questionnaires.

![](10.1177_1088868319891310-table2)

  Study                         Sample   *N*     Age      Education   Gender equality country   Ethnicity   Measure   Questionnaire   Conceptualization   Sexual behavior   Year   Publication   Design
  ----------------------------- -------- ------- -------- ----------- ------------------------- ----------- --------- --------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------ ------------- --------
  [@bibr1-1088868319891310]     ♂♀       403     25       H           0.8015                    M           Q         1               MO                  MO                2014   D             C
  [@bibr3-1088868319891310]     ♂        140     21       H           0.8230                    LH          Q         2, 3            S, MO               MO                2008   J             C
                                ♀        168     21       H           0.8230                    LH          Q         2, 3            S, MO               MO                2008   J             C
  [@bibr4-1088868319891310]     ♂♀       540     21       H           0.6540                                Q         1               MO                  MO                2007   J             C
  [@bibr8-1088868319891310]     ♀        21      20       H           0.8385                    M           Q         2               MO                  MO                2002   D             O
  [@bibr10-1088868319891310]    ♂        108     28                   0.8115                    O           Q         O               AT                  CS                2018   J             WS
  [@bibr15-1088868319891310]    ♀        342     19       H           0.7645                    W           Q         2               MO                  MO                2007   J             C
  [@bibr16-1088868319891310]    ♂        71      19       H           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2013   D             C
                                ♀        82      19       H           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2013   D             C
  [@bibr27-1088868319891310]    ♂        131     18       H           0.7645                                Q         1               MO                  MO                1993   J             C
                                ♀        199     18       H           0.7645                                Q         1               MO                  MO                1993   J             C
  [@bibr30-1088868319891310]    ♂        140     29       H           0.8110                                Q         2               MO                  MO                2015   J             C
  [@bibr36-1088868319891310]    ♀        360     25                   0.7645                    M           Q         1               MO                  MO                2016   J             O
  [@bibr38-1088868319891310]    ♂        2246    20       H           0.8330                    LH          Q         2               MO                  MO                2003   J             C
                                ♀        3,368   20       H           0.8330                    LH          Q         2               MO                  MO                2003   J             C
  [@bibr40-1088868319891310]    ♀        87      30       H           0.7645                    M           Q         2               MO                  MO                2006   D             C
  [@bibr48-1088868319891310]    ♂        263     20       H           0.7645                    M           Q         2               MO                  MO                2014   J             C
                                ♀        292     20       H           0.7645                    M           Q         2               MO                  MO                2014   J             C
  [@bibr53-1088868319891310]    ♂        210     18       M           0.8465                    M           Q         4               AT                  MO                2016   J             C
                                ♀        255     18       M           0.8465                    M           Q         4               AT                  MO                2016   J             C
  [@bibr52-1088868319891310]    ♂        126     21       M           0.8465                    W           Q         4               AT                  MO                2016   J             C
                                ♀        267     21       M           0.8465                    W           Q         4               AT                  MO                2016   J             C
  [@bibr51-1088868319891310]    ♂        340     20       M           0.8465                    W           Q         4               AT                  MO                2017   J             L
                                ♀        478     20       M           0.8465                    W           Q         4               AT                  MO                2017   J             L
  [@bibr55-1088868319891310]    ♂        39      19       H           0.8385                                Q         1               MO                  MO                2014   J             C
                                ♀        184     19       H           0.8385                                Q         1               MO                  MO                2014   J             C
  [@bibr67-1088868319891310]    ♂        69      12--18               0.7645                                Q         5               AT                  MO                1972   J             WS
                                ♀        211     12--18               0.7645                                Q         5               AT                  MO                1972   J             WS
  [@bibr68-1088868319891310]    ♂        608     21       M           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2005   J             C
                                ♀        608     21       M           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2005   J             C
  [@bibr75-1088868319891310]    ♀US      81      23       M           0.7645                    A           Q         O               S, AT               PSU, MO           1993   J             C
                                ♀Iran    193     21                   0.5610                    A           Q         O               S, AT               PSU, MO           1985   J             C
  [@bibr76-1088868319891310]    ♂♀       96      21       M           0.7645                    B           Q         1               MO                  MO                2001   D             C
  [@bibr79-1088868319891310]    ♂♀       165     52       H           0.7645                    M           Q         1               MO                  MO                2013   D             C
  [@bibr85-1088868319891310]    ♂        577     18                   0.6505                    EA          Q         5               AT                  MO                1999   J             WS
                                ♀        517     18                   0.6505                    EA          Q         5               AT                  MO                1999   J             WS
  [@bibr86-1088868319891310]    ♀        197     19--25   H           0.7645                    O           Q         2               MO                  MO                2018   D             C
  [@bibr88-1088868319891310]    ♂♀       141     19--25   H           0.7645                    M           Q         2               MO                  MO                2015   J             O
  [@bibr90-1088868319891310]    ♂        3,436   19--25   H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               AT                  CS                2016   J             WS
                                ♀        7,641   19--25   H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               AT                  CS                2016   J             WS
  [@bibr92-1088868319891310]    \>25     163     \>25     M           0.7645                    W           Q         2               MO                  MO                2011   D             C
                                19--25   301     19--25   M           0.7645                    W           Q         2               MO                  MO                2011   D             C
  [@bibr101-1088868319891310]   ♂        208     18       H           0.7645                    M           Q         2               MO                  MO                2014   J             C
                                ♀        226     18       H           0.7645                    M           Q         2               MO                  MO                2014   J             C
  [@bibr102-1088868319891310]   ♂        144     19       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               S                   MO                2010   D             C
                                ♀        191     19       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               S                   MO                2010   D             C
  [@bibr111-1088868319891310]   ♂        167     21                   0.8385                                Q         3, O            S, AT               ACT, MO           2001   J             C
                                ♀        246     21                   0.8385                                Q         3, O            S, AT               ACT, MO           2001   J             C
  [@bibr112-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       1186    20       H           0.7645                    W           Q         2               MO                  MO                2012   D             C
  [@bibr116-1088868319891310]   ♂        448     16                   0.6755                    LH          Q         1               MO                  MO                2017   J             C
  [@bibr120-1088868319891310]   ♀        162     20       H           0.7645                    W           Q         2               MO                  MO                2012   D             C
  [@bibr121-1088868319891310]   ♂♀       313     20       H           0.7645                                Q         1               MO                  MO                2016   J             C
  [@bibr128-1088868319891310]   ♀        222     21       H           0.8385                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2018   J             C
  [@bibr138-1088868319891310]   ♂        153     19       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               S, AT               MO                2013   J             C
                                ♀        350     19       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               S, AT               MO                2013   J             C
  [@bibr140-1088868319891310]   ♂        15      19       H           0.8385                                Q, O      2, O            AT, MO              MO                2012   J             C
                                ♀        88      19       H           0.8385                                Q, O      2, O            AT, MO              MO                2012   J             C
  [@bibr144-1088868319891310]   ♂Iran    199     22       H           0.5610                    A           Q         O               S, AT               PSU, MO           1985   J             C
                                ♂UK      780     12--18               0.8270                    W           Q         O               S, AT               PSU, MO           1985   J             C
                                ♀UK      761     12--18               0.8270                    W           Q         O               S, AT               PSU, MO           1985   J             C
  [@bibr147-1088868319891310]   ♂        3,609   21       H           0.7935                    EA          Q         O               AT                  MO                2011   J             C
                                ♀        2180    21       H           0.7935                    EA          Q         O               AT                  MO                2011   J             C
  [@bibr150-1088868319891310]   ♂        151     23       H           0.8330                                Q         1               MO                  MO                2007   J             C
                                ♀        249     23       H           0.8330                                Q         1               MO                  MO                2007   J             C
  [@bibr148-1088868319891310]   ♂        700     22       H           0.6565                    LH          Q         1               MO                  MO                2009   J             C
  [@bibr149-1088868319891310]   ♂        402     41       M           0.8330                    LH          Q         2               MO                  MO                2017   J             C
                                ♀        402     41       M           0.8330                    LH          Q         2               MO                  MO                2017   J             C
  [@bibr158-1088868319891310]   ♂A       468     19       H           0.7645                    EA          Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
                                ♀A       271     19       H           0.7645                    EA          Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
                                ♂B       39      19       H           0.7645                    B           Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
                                ♀B       66      19       H           0.7645                    B           Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
                                ♂H       126     19       H           0.7645                    LH          Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
                                ♀H       73      19       H           0.7645                    LH          Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
                                ♂W       4,182   19       H           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
                                ♀W       2425    19       H           0.7645                    W           Q         O               AT                  CS, PSLA          2013   J             WS
  [@bibr163-1088868319891310]   ♂        1341    14       M           0.8330                    LH          Q         1               MO                  MO                2016   J             C
                                ♀        1578    14       M           0.8330                    LH          Q         1               MO                  MO                2016   J             C
  [@bibr168-1088868319891310]   ♂        617     35       M           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2018   J             C
                                ♀        603     35       M           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2018   J             C
  [@bibr185-1088868319891310]   ♂        112     18       H           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2008   J             C
                                ♀        154     18       H           0.7645                    W           Q         1               MO                  MO                2008   J             C
  [@bibr186-1088868319891310]   ♂        109     19       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               AT                  MO                2006   J             C
                                ♀        225     19       H           0.7645                    M           Q         O               AT                  MO                2006   J             C

*Note.* Numbers under questionnaire refer to double standard scale of Caron (1), sexual double standard scale of Muehlenhard (2), personal acceptance of double standard scale by Milhausen (3), scale for the assessment of sexual double standards in youth by Emmerink (4), premarital sexual standards scale by Reiss (5). H = high educational level; M = mixed; O = other; MO = mixed/other; A = Asia(n); UK = United Kingdom; US = United States; W = White/Caucasian; B = Black; LH = Latino/a/Hispanic; H = Hispanic; EA = East-Asian; Q = questionnaire; S = stereotypes; AT = attitudes; PSLA = premarital sex in love/with affection; PSU = premarital sex unspecified; CS = casual sex; ACT = sexual activity; J = journal publication; D = dissertation; C = correlational; L = longitudinal; WS = within-subjects design.

Data Extraction {#section18-1088868319891310}
---------------

We coded the following moderators (see [Supplemental Appendix C](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1088868319891310) for further explanations of the categories): regarding measurement and design moderators, we coded SDS conceptualization (stereotype, attitude, combination), the measurement type (questionnaire \[i.e., explicit\], vignettes/scenarios \[i.e., relatively implicit\], other), questionnaire type (DSS of [@bibr27-1088868319891310]; SDS scale of [@bibr117-1088868319891310]; premarital sexual permissiveness scale by [@bibr132-1088868319891310]; other), design of study (cross-sectional, within-subjects design, between-subjects design), and sexual behavior type assessed (being a perpetrator of sex in power/age hierarchy, being a victim of sex in power/age hierarchy, casual premarital sex, infidelity/affair, level of sexual activity, premarital sex when in love or with affection, premarital sex when engaged, premarital sex unspecified, early sexual debut, other/mixed). Questionnaires, study designs, or sexual behavior types other than the ones mentioned above were too uncommon to form a separate category for moderator analyses.

Regarding sample characteristics, we coded participant's gender, the level of gender equality in the country in which the study was conducted, and participant's mean age at the time of the assessment (categorical; adolescence 12--18 years, college aged/emerging adults 19--25 years, adults \> 25 years). Regarding the level of gender equality, we averaged the country's most recent score on two global gender equality measures: the gender inequality index (reverse-coded; [@bibr164-1088868319891310]) and the global gender gap score ([@bibr178-1088868319891310]). Because these indices only exist for about 10 years, we could not compute the country's level of gender equality at the year each study was conducted. We coded age in categories and not continuously, because more studies provided data on this categorical measure of age than of the continuous measure. We also coded sample size, in order to be able to assign weight to the effect sizes. As the majority of the studies examined White/Caucasian college samples with a primarily heterosexual orientation (see [Tables 1](#table1-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"}), ethnicity, educational level, and sexual orientation could not be taken into account as moderators. Last, we coded year of publication (continuous).

As a check for coder reliability, the first author and a research assistant each coded the same set with 20 publications. Agreement between the coders was satisfactory for both the moderator and outcome variables (kappas for categorical variables between .71 and 1.00, average .91; and agreement between 80% and 100%, average 93%; intraclass correlations for continuous variables between .97 and 1.00, average .99). The coders resolved any disagreements by discussion. After the reliability assessment, the first author coded the remainder of the articles, but consulted one or more of the other authors in cases of doubt.

Meta-Analytic Procedures {#section19-1088868319891310}
------------------------

We conducted two separate meta-analyses, one meta-analysis for studies that presented SDS as two different scores for the evaluation/expectation of the sexual behavior of men versus women, and a second meta-analysis for studies that examined SDS with Likert-type-scale questionnaires. The two types of studies could not be combined in one meta-analysis, because the point estimates derived from these studies (i.e., standardized mean difference in the first meta-analysis, versus a mean of one group at one timepoint in the second meta-analysis) cannot be analyzed together ([@bibr19-1088868319891310]).

For the first meta-analysis, we calculated the standardized mean difference (*d*) for each study. We included data in the following forms in hierarchical order: (a) mean and standard deviation for participants' expectations/evaluations of the sexual behavior of men and women (or mean difference together with *p* or *t* value); (b) correlations between target gender and participants' evaluation/expectation of a targets sexual behavior; (c) *p* values. We gave a positive sign to effect sizes indicating a difference in evaluation of the sexual behavior of men and women that was in line with traditional SDS (e.g., more positive or less negative evaluation of males compared with females for high sexual activity), and a negative sign to differences that were not in line with traditional SDS (e.g., more positive or less negative evaluation of females compared with males for high sexual activity). According to [@bibr31-1088868319891310], effect sizes of *d =* 0.20 are small, *d* = 0.50 is a medium-sized effect, and *d* = 0.80 is a large effect.

For the second meta-analysis, we used rescaled group means and standard deviations of each study to test whether the combined mean was different from zero in either the positive or negative direction. Negative scores represented reversed SDS (e.g., expecting high sexual activity more for women than for men), scores around zero represented egalitarian sexual standards (e.g., no difference in expectation or evaluation of the sexual activity of men and women), and positive scores represented traditional SDS (e.g., expecting high sexual activity more for men than for women). Because the included studies used many different scales, we rescaled each group mean to the same scale ranging from −1 to +1, using min-max normalization which is a form of standardization ([@bibr74-1088868319891310]; see for applications of min-max normalization, [@bibr9-1088868319891310]; [@bibr166-1088868319891310]). The following formulas were used:

$$\overline{x}\prime = \frac{\overline{x} - {Min}}{{Max} - {Min}} \times \left( {{Max}\prime - {Min}\prime} \right) + {Min}\prime$$

and

$$s\prime = \left| \frac{s}{{Max} - {Min}} \right| \times \left( {{Max}\prime - {Min}\prime} \right),$$

where $\overline{x}\prime$ = normalized mean; $\overline{x}$ = original mean; sʹ= normalized standard deviation; s = original standard deviation; Min, Max = minimum and maximum of original scale (Min always has to correspond with the counterstereotypical end of the scale, and Max with the traditional end of the scale); ${Min}\prime$, ${Max}\prime$ = rescaled minimum and maximum= −1, 1.

In case of an unequal spread of a scale between positive and negative numbers (i.e., SDS scale \[SDSS\], −30 to 48), the above solution may inadvertently revert the sign of the group mean (i.e., a group mean of 0 will become −0.23). To honor the original spread of positive and negative values, we adapted the above function for rescaling SDSS scores as follows:

$$\overline{x}\prime = \frac{\overline{x} - \left( {- {Max}} \right)}{{Max} - \left( {- {Max}} \right)} \times \left( {{Max}\prime - {Min}\prime} \right) + {Min}\prime.$$

$$s\prime = \left| \frac{s}{{Max} - \left( {- {Max}} \right)} \right| \times \left( {{Max}\prime - {Min}\prime} \right).$$

Using this function a score of −30 will become −0.625, a score of 0 will still be 0, and a score of +48 will be +1.

Statistical Analyses {#section20-1088868319891310}
--------------------

As there was a considerable number of studies that reported on multiple samples, or multiple SDS-aspects (see [Tables 1](#table1-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"}), we applied a multilevel random effects model ([@bibr29-1088868319891310]; [@bibr165-1088868319891310]). See [Figure 2](#fig2-1088868319891310){ref-type="fig"} for the multilevel hierarchical structure employed in these meta-analyses. Such a model accounts for the dependency between effect sizes that come from the same study, because it partitions sources of variance: variance between studies, variance between samples from the same study, variance between effect sizes from the same study, and sampling variance ([@bibr29-1088868319891310]; [@bibr165-1088868319891310]). Furthermore, multilevel models can model all available effect sizes within studies together which maximizes statistical power. In addition, these models can test moderators of differences in outcomes at both the within-study level and the between-study or between-sample level. We performed the analyses with the metafor package ([@bibr167-1088868319891310]) for the R environment (Version 3.5.2; [@bibr130-1088868319891310]), using a step-wise procedure described by [@bibr5-1088868319891310]. We used the restricted maximum likelihood procedure to estimate the parameters. Significance tests and moderator analyses were performed through random-effect models, which are more conservative than fixed-effect models when there may be different effect sizes underlying different studies ([@bibr19-1088868319891310]). Single effect sizes within each study were computed using the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA, v3) program ([@bibr18-1088868319891310]).

![Multilevel hierarchical structure employed in the meta-analyses.](10.1177_1088868319891310-fig2){#fig2-1088868319891310}

For the moderator analyses, we centered each continuous variable around its mean and converted each categorical variable with k categories to k − 1 dummy variables through binary coding. We tested single moderators first, followed by a multiple-moderator model, including all significant single moderators. We checked for outlying effect sizes and sample sizes separately for the two meta-analyses. *Z*-values below 3.29 or greater than 3.29 were considered outliers ([@bibr160-1088868319891310]).

In case of nonsignificant overall effects, we used the two one-sided test (TOST) procedure for equivalence testing ([@bibr99-1088868319891310]), with equivalence bounds of *d* \[−0.10, 0.10\], as an indication for trivial gender differences ([@bibr82-1088868319891310]). In the TOST procedure a significant *p* value is indicative of statistical equivalence. We used likelihood ratio tests to test for the presence of significant between-study and within-study heterogeneity (σ^2^) ([@bibr129-1088868319891310]). Also, we computed 95% credibility intervals (CVs) for the overall effect as an indication of the range of true population effects ([@bibr19-1088868319891310];see [Supplemental Appendix D Table 4 and 5](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1088868319891310) for individual CVs in moderator analyses). CVs also provide an additional metric of heterogeneity in effect sizes. In addition, *I*^2^ statistics give an indication of the proportion of the variation in observed effects that is due to variation in true effects ([@bibr20-1088868319891310]). If there was evidence for heterogeneity in effect sizes (at one or more of the three levels), we conducted moderator analyses, but only conducted when at least two of the moderator categories consisted of at least four samples each ([@bibr7-1088868319891310]). For moderator models, an omnibus test of the fixed model parameters tests the null hypothesis that the group mean effect sizes are equal. To control for Type I error rates, we applied the [@bibr94-1088868319891310] adjustment. To further control for Type I errors associated with multiple-moderator tests, we included the significant moderators in one multiple-moderator model. Multiple-moderator models also test the relative importance of each significant moderator and take into account possible correlation between moderators. As a proxy of *R*^2^ change, we computed the proportional reduction in the variance components between the model without moderators and the multiple-moderator model.

Publication Bias {#section21-1088868319891310}
----------------

Smaller studies with nonsignificant results or with effect sizes in the nonhypothesized direction are less likely to be published, whereas for large studies, publication of small or nonsignificant effect sizes or effect sizes in the nonhypothesized direction is more likely, because large studies are generally deemed more trustworthy. This problem is also known as publication bias ([@bibr134-1088868319891310]). Publication bias is problematic for meta-analyses, because it could lead to an overestimation of the true effect size ([@bibr19-1088868319891310]). A method to test for publication bias is by testing for asymmetries in funnel plots. A funnel plot is a plot of each study's effect size against its standard error (usually plotted as 1/*SE*, or precision). We examined funnel plot asymmetry with Egger's regression test, which regresses the standard normal estimate on the estimate's precision ([@bibr49-1088868319891310]). When this test was statistically significant, we performed the trim and fill method, which estimates the number of studies which have no symmetric counterpart on the other side of the funnel ([@bibr43-1088868319891310], [@bibr44-1088868319891310]).

Results {#section22-1088868319891310}
=======

The meta-analysis conducted on studies assessing SDS from differential evaluation or expectation of men's and women's sexual behavior included 52 studies, reporting on 116 independent samples, and 277 effect sizes. The studies reported on a total of *N* = 71,442 participants. The meta-analysis conducted on studies assessing SDS with Likert-type scale questionnaires included 47 studies, reporting on 85 independent samples, and 129 effect sizes. The studies reported on a total of *N* = 51,901 participants.

Overall Effects {#section23-1088868319891310}
---------------

The combined effect size for the difference in evaluation or expectation of men's and women's sexual behavior was significant, but small (*d =* 0.25, 95% confidence interval \[CI\] \[0.18, 0.33\], 95% CV \[−0.42, 0.92\], *p* \< .001, *k* = 52, independent samples = 116, effect sizes = 277). The effect size was positive, indicating that behaviors associated with high sexual activity were expected more and evaluated more positively (or less negatively) in men compared with women, and behaviors associated with sexual passivity were expected more and evaluated more positively (or less negatively) in women compared with men. We found significant variation between studies, Level 3: σ^2^ = 0.046, χ^2^(1) = 11.33, *p* \< .001; *I*^2^ = 38.52, as well as significant variation between effect sizes within studies, Level 1: σ^2^ = 0.068, χ^2^(1) = 1,334.88, *p* \< .0001; *I*^2^ = 57.16, but no variation between independent samples from the same studies, Level 2: σ^2^ \< 0.001, χ^2^(1) = 0.00, *p* = 1.00; *I*^2^ \< 0.001.

The combined mean for SDS assessed with Likert-type-scale questionnaires was not significantly different from 0 (*M =* −0.09, *SE* = 0.05, 95% CI \[−0.19, 0.01\], 95% CV \[−0.84, 0.67\], *p* = .084, *k* = 47, independent samples = 85, effect sizes = 129). The effect was also not statistically equivalent (*Z* = 0.20, *p* = .42, 90% CI \[−0.18, −0.01\]). This indicated that on Likert-type-scale questionnaires participants demonstrated no evidence of SDS. We found significant variation between studies, Level 3: σ^2^ = 0.081, χ^2^(1) = 29.99, *p* \< .0001; *I*^2^ = 56.47, as well as significant variation between effect sizes within studies, Level 1: σ^2^ = 0.063, χ^2^(1) = 11,134.09, *p* \< .0001; *I*^2^ = 43.50, but no variation between independent samples from the same studies, Level 2: σ^2^ \< 0.001, χ^2^(1) = 0.00, *p* = 1.00; *I*^2^ \< 0.001.

For both meta-analyses, Egger's regression test indicated that the there was no evidence of publication bias (meta-analysis on differences scores: estimate = 0.743, *SE* = 0.763, 95% CI \[−0.76, 2.25\], *t*(275) = 0.97, *p* = .33; meta-analysis on Likert-type-scale questionnaires: estimate = 9.47, *SE* = 5.34, 95% CI \[−1.09, 20.03\], *t*(128) = 1.78, *p* = .078).

Single Moderator Analyses {#section24-1088868319891310}
-------------------------

[Tables 3](#table3-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"} and [4](#table4-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"} display the results of the single moderator analyses for respectively studies examining the difference in evaluation or expectation of men's and women's sexual behavior, and studies using Likert-type-scale questionnaires to assess SDS.

###### 

Meta-Analytic Results of Moderators of the Differential Evaluation and Expectation of the Sexual Behavior of Men and Women.

![](10.1177_1088868319891310-table3)

  Moderator                                                                  *\#k*   *\#*IS   *\#*ES   β~0~, *d*^[a](#table-fn4-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (95% CI)        β~1~ (95% CI)                                                                       *F* test             *p*      Variance level^[b](#table-fn4-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                           
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- -------- -------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- -------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------
  Measurement and design                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   SDS conceptualization                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    *F*(1,275) = 17.60   \<.001   0.065[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           60.99   0.036[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   34.14
    Stereotype                                                               9       14       54       0.536 \[0.386, 0.687\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
    Attitude                                                                 45      106      223      0.194 \[0.120, 0.502\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.342 \[−0.502, −0.181\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                 
   Measurement type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         *F*(1,274) = 0.370   .544     0.068[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           55.65   0.049[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   40.14
    Questionnaire                                                            20      59       138      0.227 \[0.110, 0.345\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
    Vignette/scenario                                                        31      56       138      0.276 \[0.172, 0.379\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.048 \[−0.108, 0.205\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Study design                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             *F*(1,275) = 0.400   .527     0.068[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           56.74   0.047[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   38.98
    Within subjects                                                          22      63       150      0.228 \[0.118, 0.338\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
    Between subjects                                                         30      53       127      0.277 \[0.172, 0.382\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.049 \[−0.103, 0.201\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Sexual behaviors^[c](#table-fn4-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                                  *F*(9,267) = 6.878   \<.001   0.048[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           42.19   0.061[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   53.28
    Coercion (perpetrator)                                                   3       4        7        −0.168 \[−0.471, 0.113\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Coercion (victim)                                                        3       3        7        0.797 \[0.487, 1.106\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.172 \[0.840, 1.504\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                    
    Casual sex                                                               15      29       70       0.328 \[0.203, 0.452\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.496 \[0.167, 0.826\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                    
    Sexual infidelity                                                        3       15       15       0.263 \[−0.020, 0.546\]^[†](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^   0.426 \[−0.015, 0.867\]^[†](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                    
    Sexual activity level                                                    16      43       86       0.280 \[0.162, 0.399\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.449 \[0.123, 0.776\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                    
    Premarital sex: love/affection                                           4       12       24       0.134 \[−0.043, 0.311\]                                                          0.289 \[−0.067, 0.644\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Premarital sex: engaged                                                  2       8        8        0.129 \[−0.096, 0.354\]                                                          0.273 \[−0.115, 0.661\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Premarital sex: not specified                                            4       8        8        0.224 \[−0.035, 0.482\]^[†](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^   0.377 \[−0.042, 0.796\]^[†](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                    
    Early sexual debut                                                       5       6        11       0.402 \[0.181, 0.624\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.587 \[0.201, 0.973\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                    
    Other/mix                                                                13      23       39       0.165 \[0.035, 0.295\][\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}     0.328 \[−0.003, 0.660\]^[†](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Sample                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   Gender                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   *F*(1,143) = 0.511   .467     0.043[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           58.94   0.025[\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}     34.03
    Male                                                                     25      39       74       0.175 \[0.084, 0.266\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
    Female                                                                   25      39       71       0.145 \[0.054, 0.236\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.030 \[−0.113, 0.053\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
   Gender inequality country                                                 52      116      277      0.252 \[0.174, 0.329\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.595 \[−2.416, 1.226\]                                                            *F*(1,275) = 0.414   .521     0.067[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           55.47   0.049[\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}     40.30
   Age                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      *F*(2,260) = 0.534   .587     0.070[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           56.76   0.049[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   39.09
    Adolescents (12--18)                                                     5       12       36       0.209 \[0.016, 0.401\][\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
    College aged (19--25)                                                    36      69       177      0.285 \[0.195, 0.374\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.076 \[−0.125, 0.276\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Adults (\>25)                                                            10      29       50       0.208 \[0.057, 0.360\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.000 \[−0.218, 0.217\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Publication                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   Publication year                                                          52      116      277      0.251 \[0.174, 0.328\][\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.001 \[−0.003, 0.006\]                                                             *F*(1,275) = 0.229   .632     0.068[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           56.40   0.047[\*\*](#table-fn5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   39.33

*Note.* Moderators or moderator-categories other than the one's presented above were not examined, because less than two of the moderator categories consisted of at least four studies each. \#*k* = number of independent samples; \#IS = number of independent samples; \#ES = number of effect sizes; *d* = standardized mean difference; CI = 95% confidence interval; SDS = sexual double standard.

For continuous predictors, the mean effect size *d* indicates the mean effect size of a participant with an average value on the corresponding predictor. ^b^ Variance was examined at the following levels: 1 = variance within samples, that is, between effect sizes from the same sample, 2 = variance within studies, that is, between samples from the same study, 3 = variance between studies. As there was zero variance at the second level in the overall model, this level was not presented in this table. ^c^ Reference category is coercion perpetrator, results of pairwise comparisons between other sexual behavior types can be found in [Supplemental Appendix D (Table 4)](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1088868319891310).

*p* \< .10. \**p* \< .05. \*\**p* \< .01.

###### 

Meta-Analytic Results of Moderators of Endorsement of Sexual Double Standards Assessed With Likert-Type-Scale Questionnaires.

![](10.1177_1088868319891310-table4)

  Moderator                  *\#k*   *\#*IS   *\#*ES   β~0~, *d*^[a](#table-fn7-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^ (95% CI)           β~1~ (95% CI)                                                                                                                            *F* test            *p*      Variance level^[b](#table-fn7-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                           
  -------------------------- ------- -------- -------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- -------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------
  Measurement and design                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   SDS conceptualization                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            *F*(2,126) = 3.15   .046     0.061[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           44.11   0.077[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   55.86
    Stereotype               6       13       23       0.109 \[−0.075, 0.293\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
    Attitude                 15      36       51       −0.061 \[−0.213, 0.091\]                                                            −0.170 \[−0.329, −0.011\][\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^[c](#table-fn7-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                
    Combination              32      50       55       −0.128 \[−0.245, 0.012\][\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}      −0.237 \[−0.444, −0.030\][\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
   Questionnaire type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               *F*(2,126) = 8.19   \<.001   0.063[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           54.42   0.055[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   45.54
    DSS                      17      26       26       −0.330 \[−0.480, −0.180\][\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
    SDSS                     15      24       29       0.070 \[−0.080, 0.288\]                                                             0.400 \[0.188, 0.611\]\*\*^[d](#table-fn7-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
    Other                    17      40       74       0.016 \[−0.114, 0.146\]                                                             0.346 \[0.148, 0.545\][\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Sample                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   Gender                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           *F*(1,110) = 2.05   .155     0.060[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           41.40   0.086[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   58.56
    Male                     29      33       50       −0.011 \[0.136, 0.114\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
    Female                   34      41       62       −0.085 \[−0.205, 0.035\]                                                            −0.074 \[−0.177, 0.028\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Gender equality country   47      86       129      −0.078 \[−0.174, 0.019\]                                                            −1.120 \[−1.887, 0.353\][\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                         *F*(1,127) = 8.35   .005     0.059[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           43.15   0.078[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   56.81
   Age                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              *F*(2,126) = 0.22   .805     0.063[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           42.55   0.085[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   57.42
    Adolescents (12--18)     9       18       26       −0.134 \[−0.314, 0.045\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
    College aged (19--25)    33      60       95       −0.084 \[−0.199, 0.031\]                                                            0.052 \[−0.133, 0.237\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
    Adults (\>25)            8       8        9        −0.062 \[−0.336, 0.212\]                                                            0.085 \[−0.218, 0.388\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Publication                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
   Publication year          47      86       129      −0.043 \[−0.145, 0.059\]                                                            −0.012 \[−0.021, −0.002\][\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                          *F*(1,127) = 5.66   .019     0.062[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}           45.09   0.075[\*\*](#table-fn8-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}   54.87

*Note.* Moderators or moderator-categories other than the one's presented above were not examined, because less than two of the moderator categories consisted of at least four studies each. \#*k* = number of studies; \#IS = number of independent samples; \#ES = number of effect sizes; *d* = standardized mean difference; CI = 95% confidence interval; SDS = sexual double standard(s); DSS = double standard scale; SDSS = sexual double standard scale.

For continuous predictors, the mean effect size *d* indicates the mean effect size of a participant with an average value on the corresponding predictor. ^b^ Variance was examined at the following levels: 1 = variance within samples, that is, between effect sizes from the same sample, 2 = variance within studies, that is, between samples from the same study, 3 = variance between studies. As there was zero variance at the second level in the overall model, this level was not presented in this table. ^c^ Attitudes and other cognitions do not differ significantly from each other: β = −0.067, *SE* = 0.09, *t* = −0.729, 95% CI \[−0.249; 0.115\], *p* = .468. ^d^ SDSS questionnaire and other questionnaires do not differ significantly from each other: β = −0.053, *SE* = 0.09, *t* = −0.568, 95% CI \[−0.239; 0.133\], *p* = .571.

*p* \< .05. \*\**p* \< .01.

For the meta-analysis on studies examining the difference in evaluation or expectation of men's and women's sexual behavior, SDS conceptualization was a significant moderator. SDS were more traditional (i.e., significantly higher effect size with positive sign) in studies that assessed stereotypes than in studies that assessed attitudes. Sexual behavior type was also a significant moderator. Pairwise comparisons showed that the highest effect size (i.e., most traditional SDS) was found for being a victim of sexual coercion, followed by casual sex, and having an early sexual debut. The effect sizes for these behaviors were small to moderate. We found significantly lower combined effect sizes for sexual infidelity, level of sexual activity, other/mixed sexual behavior types, premarital sex (when in love or with affection, when engaged, or relationship status unspecified), and being a perpetrator of sexual coercion. The effect sizes for these behaviors were negligible to small. The following moderators were not significant: study design, measurement type, participant gender, participant age, level of gender equality in the country where the study was conducted, publication year.

For the meta-analysis on studies using Likert-type-scale questionnaires to assess SDS, SDS conceptualization was a significant moderator. SDS were more traditional (i.e., significantly higher combined mean with positive sign) in studies that assessed stereotypes than in studies that assessed attitudes or a combination of cognitions. For studies conceptualizing the SDS as a combination of stereotypes and attitudes, a significant reversed double standard was found as indicated by a negative combined mean. Questionnaire type was also a significant moderator. Pairwise comparisons showed that studies using the DSS of Caron yielded a significant reversed double standard (i.e., negative combined mean). However, we found significantly more traditional SDS in studies using the SDS scale of Muehlenhard or in studies using other questionnaires. Level of gender equality in the country in which the study was conducted was a significant moderator, indicating that higher levels of gender equality were associated with less traditional SDS in the direction of a reversed double standard. Publication year was a significant moderator, indicating that a more recent publication year was associated with less traditional SDS in the direction of a reversed double standard. The following moderators were not significant: participant gender and participant age.

Multiple-Moderator Analyses Including All Significant Moderators {#section25-1088868319891310}
----------------------------------------------------------------

[Tables 5](#table5-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"} and [6](#table6-1088868319891310){ref-type="table"} display the results for the multiple-moderator model for respectively the evaluation and expectation of the sexual behavior of men and women, and for studies examining SDS with Likert-type-scale questionnaires. SDS conceptualization was still a significant moderator in both meta-analyses. Sexual behavior type remained a significant moderator in the meta-analysis on the evaluation and expectation of the sexual behavior of men and women. Questionnaire type and gender equality in the country in which the study was conducted were still significant moderators in the meta-analysis on studies using Likert-type-scale questionnaires, but publication year was no longer significant. Effects were in the same direction as the single moderator analyses. In both multiple-moderator models, there was still significant variance left to explain at both the between-study and within-study level. Yet, in the model for studies examining differential evaluation of men and women, adding the moderators lead to a 32% reduction in the variance within samples. In the model for studies using Likert-type-scale questionnaires, adding the moderators lead to a 10% reduction in the variance within samples, and a 49% reduction in the variance between studies.

###### 

Results for the Multiple-Moderator Model for Studies Examining Differential Evaluation and Expectation of the Sexual Behavior of Men and Women (\#*k* = 52, \#IS = 116, \#ES = 277).

![](10.1177_1088868319891310-table5)

  Moderator                                                                  β (*SE*)                                                                     95% CI               *t*       *p*
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------- --------
  Intercept                                                                  0.172 (0.165)                                                                \[−0.153, 0.498\]    1.041     .299
  SDS conceptualization (reference category stereotype)                                                                                                                                  
   Attitude                                                                  −0.335 (0.084)[\*\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}      \[−0.500, −0.170\]   −3.995    \<.001
  Sexual behaviors (reference category coercion perpetrator)                                                                                                                             
   Coercion: victim                                                          1.164 (0.165)[\*\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}       \[0.839, 1.488\]     7.067     \<.001
   Casual sex                                                                0.381 (0.157)[\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}         \[0.071, 0.691\]     2.423     .016
   Sexual infidelity                                                         0.385 (0.207)^[†](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^        \[−0.023, 0.793\]    1.856     .065
   Sexual activity level                                                     0.378 (0.154)[\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}         \[0.074, 0.682\]     2.447     .015
   Premarital sex: love/affection                                            0.201 (0.169)                                                                \[−0.133, 0.534\]    1.186     .237
   Premarital sex: engaged                                                   0.182 (0.186)                                                                \[−0.185, 0.549\]    0.978     .329
   Premarital sex: not specified                                             0.372 (0.195)^[†](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^        \[−0.013, 0.756\]    1.903     .058
   Early sexual debut                                                        0.528 (0.183)[\*\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}       \[0.167, 0.890\]     2.880     .004
   Other/mix                                                                 0.287 (0.156)^[†](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^        \[−0.021, 0.595\]    1.834     .068
   Omnibus test                                                              *F*(10,266)=8.071[\*\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                  \<.001
                                                                             σ^2^                                                                         *I* ^2^              Δ*R*^2^   
  Variance level 1^[a](#table-fn10-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^   0.046[\*\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}               47.32                0.32      
  Variance level 3                                                           0.046[\*\*](#table-fn11-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}               47.40                0.00      

*Note.* \#*k* = number of studies; \#IS = number of independent samples; \#ES= number of effect sizes; CI= confidence interval; SDS = sexual double standard.

Variance was examined at the following levels: 1 = variance within samples, that is, between effect sizes from the same sample, 2 = variance within studies, that is, between samples from the same study, 3 = variance between studies. As there was zero variance at the second level in the overall model, this level was not presented in this table.

*p* \< .10. \**p* \< .05. \*\**p* \< .01.

###### 

Results for the Multiple-Moderator Model for Studies Examining Endorsement of Sexual Double Standards With Likert-Type-Scale Questionnaires (\#*k* = 47, \#IS = 85, \#ES = 129).

![](10.1177_1088868319891310-table6)

  Moderator                                                                                             β (*SE*)                                                                      95% CI               *t*       *p*
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------- --------
  Intercept                                                                                             0.155 (0.081)                                                                 \[−0.004, 0.314\]    1.925     .314
  SDS conceptualization (reference category stereotype)                                                                                                                                                              
   Attitude                                                                                             −0.178 (0.055)[\*](#table-fn14-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}         \[−0.328, −0.028\]   −2.346    .021
   Other                                                                                                −0.452 (0.110)[\*\*](#table-fn14-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}       \[−0.669, −0.236\]   −4.130    \<.001
  Questionnaire type (reference category DSS)^[a](#table-fn13-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                
   SDSS                                                                                                 0.427 (0.098)[\*\*](#table-fn14-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}        \[0.234, 0.621\]     4.367     \<.001
  Gender equality country                                                                               −1.118 (0.380)[\*](#table-fn14-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}         \[−1.870, −0.366\]   −2.942    .004
  Publication year                                                                                      −0.006 (0.004)                                                                \[−0.014, 0.002\]    −1.400    .164
  Omnibus test                                                                                          *F*(5,123) = 7.998[\*\*](#table-fn14-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                                  \<.001
                                                                                                        σ^2^                                                                          *I* ^2^              Δ*R*^2^   
  Variance level 1^[b](#table-fn13-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}^                              0.057[\*\*](#table-fn14-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                57.89                0.10      
  Variance level 3                                                                                      0.041[\*\*](#table-fn14-1088868319891310){ref-type="table-fn"}                42.06                0.49      

*Note.* \#*k* = number of studies, \#IS = number of independent samples; \#ES= number of effect sizes; CI= confidence interval; SDS = sexual double standard; DSS = double standard scale.

"Other questionnaire" was a redundant predictor (*r* = −1.0 with "social cognition other") and therefore dropped from the model. ^b^ Variance was examined at the following levels: 1 = variance within samples, that is, between effect sizes from the same sample, 2 = variance within studies, that is, between samples from the same study, 3 = variance between studies. As there was zero variance at the second level in the overall model, this level was not presented in this table.

*p* \< .05. \*\**p* \< .01.

Outliers {#section26-1088868319891310}
--------

In the first meta-analysis, we detected five outlying (four positive, one negative) effect sizes ([@bibr32-1088868319891310], Study 1b and Study 2b; [@bibr106-1088868319891310], implicit condition 17 partners; [@bibr172-1088868319891310]) and three studies with outlying sample sizes ([@bibr39-1088868319891310]; [@bibr107-1088868319891310]; [@bibr153-1088868319891310]). In the second meta-analysis, we did not detect outlying effect sizes, but one study had an outlying sample size ([@bibr90-1088868319891310]; female sample). We conducted analyses with and without studies with outlying effect sizes. The outliers with regard to sample size were winsorized (highest nonoutlying number + difference between highest nonoutlying number and before highest nonoutlying number). We found no differences in results for analyses including or excluding outlying effect sizes or winsorized sample sizes.

Discussion {#section27-1088868319891310}
==========

In line with evolutionary theory ([@bibr24-1088868319891310]; [@bibr162-1088868319891310]) and biosocial theory ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]), this meta-analysis demonstrated clear evidence for traditional SDS in studies assessing differences in people's evaluation, or expectation, of men's and women's sexual behavior, although the effect was small. People expected behaviors associated with high sexual activity more from men than from women, and behaviors associated with low sexual activity more from women than from men. Similarly, people evaluated highly sexually active men more positively (or less negatively) than highly sexually active women, and low sexually active women more positively (or less negatively) than low sexually active men. In contrast, the overall set of studies using Likert-type-scale questionnaires for assessing SDS did not yield evidence of SDS.

We found some significant moderator effects in one or both sets of studies. First, existence of traditional SDS was behavior specific. Second, stereotypes about SDS were more traditional than attitudes about SDS. Third, studies using the "sexual double standard scale" (SDSS; [@bibr117-1088868319891310]) reported more traditional SDS than studies using the "double standard scale" (DSS; [@bibr27-1088868319891310]) which demonstrated reversed SDS. Fourth, higher levels of gender equality in a country were associated with less traditional SDS. Participant gender and age, publication year, and study design were not significant moderators.

Behavioral Specificity of SDS {#section28-1088868319891310}
-----------------------------

Regarding sexual behavior types, we found strongest evidence of SDS for being a victim of sexual coercion, followed by casual sex, and having an early sexual debut. SDS were less evident for sexual infidelity, level of sexual activity, other/mixed sexual behavior types, premarital sex, and being a perpetrator of sexual coercion. The findings for coercion and sexual encounters within a power or age hierarchy were partly in line with the predictions from biosocial theory that SDS would be most prevalent in sexual encounters where there is a power/status difference between men and women ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]). However, we only found double standards for victims of sexual coercion, and not for perpetrators. That we did not find differences in the evaluation of male and female perpetrators might be because both male and female perpetrators violate gender role expectations, with men violating chivalry norms, and females violating communal characteristics. Thus, male and female perpetrators might have been evaluated equally negative for their gender-role inconsistent behavior. Moreover, the double standards for victims of sexual coercion, found in person perception studies, indicate that sexual behavior within the context of a power hierarchy is evaluated more negatively (or less positive) for female victims (e.g., more condemned, more perceived damage to reputation) than for male victims (e.g., "positive" experience that will be evaluated by peers as cool; [@bibr182-1088868319891310]). Thus, girls might be blamed for being a victim of sexual coercion ([@bibr173-1088868319891310]), whereas boys' experiences of sexual coercion might be trivialized ([@bibr174-1088868319891310]). This is inconsistent with the idea that male victims of sexual coercion or rape might be perceived as powerless and not willing to have sex, which violates men's (hetero)sexual agentic gender role ([@bibr174-1088868319891310]). Because only a few studies examined the evaluation of both perpetrator and victim, replication of the existence and direction of SDS for coercion victims is necessary in future studies.

The finding that engaging in casual sex and having an early sexual debut were more expected and rewarded in men than in women, fits partly with predictions from evolutionary theory. In terms of reproductive fitness, men would benefit more than women from having casual sex and by having sex at an early age ([@bibr24-1088868319891310]; [@bibr126-1088868319891310]). However, similar beneficial effects would have been expected for sexual infidelity and high sexual activity with numerous partners, but for those sexual behaviors less traditional SDS were applied. The same was true for other sexual behaviors, such as premarital sex when engaged or when in love. Our findings are in line with previous narrative reviews concluding that premarital sex in particular has become accepted for both men and women ([@bibr17-1088868319891310]; [@bibr34-1088868319891310]).

Cross-Cultural Differences in SDS {#section29-1088868319891310}
---------------------------------

In line with predictions from biosocial theory ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]), and not with evolutionary theory's perspective of obligate sex differences, SDS were less traditional in countries with higher levels of gender equality. According to biosocial theory, in cultures with bigger differences in the gender roles of men and women, men have more power than women, which translates in traditional SDS ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]). However, level of gender equality was only a significant moderator in the meta-analysis conducted on studies using Likert-type-scale questionnaires, and not in the meta-analysis on differential evaluation and expectation of the sexual behavior of men and women. This might be because there was less variation in level of gender equality in the latter meta-analysis, as most studies in that meta-analyses were conducted in the United States. The direction of effect, albeit nonsignificant, was in the same direction as the effect from the meta-analysis on Likert-type scales.

Changes in SDS Over Time {#section30-1088868319891310}
------------------------

In line with evolutionary theory, and not with biosocial theory, time period in which the study was conducted was no longer significant when controlling for other moderators, which indicated that traditional SDS have existed for decades and are still present. This finding could indicate that stable gender differences in reproductive strategies are underlying SDS. Also, it appears that even though gender roles have become less strict in most modern Western societies ([@bibr47-1088868319891310]), this did not lead to less differentiation in the norms for the sexual behavior of men and women ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]). Possibly, it takes more time for egalitarian gender roles to permeate into the bedroom, than in other domains of life such as the work field, because sexuality is very much a private issue. Furthermore, the content of SDS may have changed over time, because most older studies focused on double standards in premarital sex in different relationship types, whereas newer studies more often focused on double standards in casual sex. Thus, changes in gender roles over time might only be reflected in changes in the behavior specificity of SDS.

Gender Differences in SDS {#section31-1088868319891310}
-------------------------

Regarding gender, we did not find differences between men and women in their cognitions about SDS. In light of male control theory and female control theory ([@bibr14-1088868319891310]), these findings could indicate that both male control and female control contribute equally to the existence of SDS. This means that SDS might provide evolutionary and sociocultural advantages for both genders that they would like to control. Advantages for men that arise from SDS could be improved certainty about paternity ([@bibr23-1088868319891310]), patriarchal power over women, prevention of sexual chaos, and reduced male insecurity ([@bibr83-1088868319891310]). The advantages of SDS for women are the high value of sexual favors that they can trade for lower valued favors from men, such as economic provision, monogamous relationships, and parental investment.

Age Differences in SDS {#section32-1088868319891310}
----------------------

Regarding participants' age, we did not find support for the predictions of the gender-intensification hypothesis ([@bibr78-1088868319891310]). It appears that adolescence is not necessarily a period that is characterized by increased gender role pressure and intensification of people's social cognitions about gender. However, it should be mentioned that most studies were conducted with high-educated college samples, mostly including emerging adults. It may be possible that the relatively small number of studies conducted with adolescents and adults, decreased the power to detect effects of age on SDS.

Implications for Evolutionary Theory and Biosocial Theory {#section33-1088868319891310}
---------------------------------------------------------

In sum, some of the above findings are in line with evolutionary theory ([@bibr24-1088868319891310]; [@bibr162-1088868319891310]) whereas others are in line with biosocial theory ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]). This converges with the findings of a recent theory-based narrative review, which demonstrated some support for predictions of both evolutionary theory and biosocial theory about the behavioral specificity of SDS, and for predictions of biosocial theory about cultural differences in SDS ([@bibr182-1088868319891310]). Each theory suggests a different mechanism that underlies SDS, but these mechanisms might be intertwined. We therefore propose that a hybrid model explaining SDS from the interplay between biological predispositions and sociocultural pressures is most appropriate ([@bibr103-1088868319891310]). According to biosocial theory, different norms for the behavior of men and women may have arisen from societies' division in gender roles that expects men to be assertive, dominant, and powerful, and women to be submissive, caring, and kind ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]). However, the division in gender roles may have a biological or evolutionary origin ([@bibr177-1088868319891310]), because there are gender differences in adaptive reproductive strategies leading people to view (sexual) behaviors in men and women differently. Also, the predictive power of evolutionary and sociocultural gender role pressures to explain SDS appears to depend on the sexual behavior or context under consideration. Gender roles may have more predictive power in a sexual context characterized by power/status differences. Yet, evolutionary processes might play a larger role in sexual behaviors that increase successful reproduction.

Conceptualization and Measurement of SDS {#section34-1088868319891310}
----------------------------------------

We also looked at the effects of moderators related to conceptualization and measurement of SDS. Regarding SDS conceptualization, effect sizes were significant for both stereotypes and personal attitudes. This suggests that both stereotyped beliefs about the sexual behavior of men and women and people's personal attitudes in response to sexual behavior that violates expectancies are underlying SDS. Yet, traditional SDS were more prevalent in collective or personal expectations about the sexual behavior of men and women (i.e., stereotypes) than in people's personal evaluation of the sexual behavior of men and women (i.e., attitudes). This finding is in line with the idea that people can have knowledge of collectively shared stereotypes with regard to SDS or personal stereotypical expectations about the sexual behavior of men and women, although they do not apply these stereotypes personally when evaluating other people's sexual behavior ([@bibr111-1088868319891310]; [@bibr151-1088868319891310]). It has been argued that knowledge of collective stereotypes is strong, stable, and does not depend on one's experience with other people, but on culturally shared and generalized social beliefs ([@bibr104-1088868319891310]). Indeed, research in children as well as adults showed that content of collective gender stereotypes has not changed over time, whereas gender attitudes did become more egalitarian (e.g., [@bibr135-1088868319891310]; [@bibr151-1088868319891310]).

However, our findings with regard to social cognition type need to be interpreted with caution, because the vast majority of studies examined personal SDS attitudes or a mix of stereotypes and attitudes. In studies examining a combination of stereotypes and attitudes, evidence for a reversed double standard was found, a finding that is difficult to disentangle because of the muddled operationalizations of SDS in these studies. Furthermore, in the small number of studies examining stereotypes, it was not possible to distinguish between descriptive and prescriptive aspects, or between personal stereotypes and knowledge of collective stereotypes. Yet, these distinctions are important for future research. For example, knowledge of collectively shared stereotypes is less predictive of one's own behavior toward men and women than personal stereotypes ([@bibr159-1088868319891310]). Furthermore, prescriptive stereotypes (e.g., perceptions of how men and women *should* behave sexually) might be particularly relevant in the context of SDS as they have been associated with negative evaluations and backlash for people who behave in stereotype-inconsistent ways ([@bibr22-1088868319891310]). Indeed, gender stereotypes in general are highly prescriptive in nature ([@bibr127-1088868319891310]) and more predictive of people's personal evaluation of men and women (i.e., attitudes) than descriptive stereotypes ([@bibr66-1088868319891310]).

As expected from dual-process models of social cognition ([@bibr64-1088868319891310]), studies using explicit Likert-type-scale questionnaires did not yield evidence for traditional SDS. Yet, studies using more implicit within- or between-subjects designs did yield evidence for SDS. The Likert-type-scale questionnaires often include items such as "It's worse for a woman to sleep around than it is for a man" in which male and female sexual behavior is explicitly contrasted to each other ([@bibr117-1088868319891310]). Therefore, in studies using such questionnaires it might have been more clear to participants that personal cognitions about SDS were assessed, leading to social-desirable responding ([@bibr70-1088868319891310]). In between- and within-subjects designs, the focus on SDS is more implicit than in explicit self-report questionnaires. This is because in a between-subject design researchers assessed cognitions about women's and men's sexual behavior with separate items or vignettes that they randomly assign to participants, who are generally unaware of the presence of other vignettes presented to other participants. Or in a within-subject design researchers administered separate vignettes or items about women's and men's sexual behavior in a counter-balanced way to participants ([@bibr87-1088868319891310]; [@bibr131-1088868319891310]; [@bibr172-1088868319891310]). Thus, this finding suggests that traditional SDS might only be present at a more implicit level. Previous research indeed showed that implicit assessments are less prone to social-desirable responding ([@bibr63-1088868319891310]) and more likely to suggest existence of traditional gendered cognitions ([@bibr54-1088868319891310]).

However, SDS were not different between studies using between- or within-subjects designs, or between studies using extensive vignettes/scenarios versus studies using questionnaires with different items about the sexual behavior of men and women. This indicates that social desirability and demand characteristics might not necessarily play a larger role in within-subject research on SDS than in between-subject research ([@bibr107-1088868319891310]; [@bibr111-1088868319891310]). Also, this finding suggests that study designs that have only a slightly less explicit focus on SDS (i.e., not contrasting male and female sexual behavior in the same items) can yield evidence for the existence of traditional SDS. This argument is consistent with one study that specifically examined differences in implicit (i.e., under divided attention) and explicit (i.e., under full attention) SDS-cognitions, showing that traditional SDS were only present at an implicit level ([@bibr106-1088868319891310]). However, between-subjects designs, like the study by [@bibr106-1088868319891310], have been criticized for measuring single standards (because there is no comparison with how an individual would rate another target) instead of double standards (i.e., contrasting evaluation of male vs. female target; [@bibr34-1088868319891310]). Therefore, using IATs might be a fruitful direction to take to examine SDS at an implicit within-subjects level (see, for example, [@bibr140-1088868319891310]).

Our findings regarding questionnaire type indicated that questionnaires differ in the extent to which they yield evidence for SDS, which might also explain the nonequivalent findings in studies using these methods. Studies using the DSS ([@bibr27-1088868319891310]) reported reversed double standards, whereas studies using the SDSS ([@bibr117-1088868319891310]) reported more traditional double standards, which might be explained by differences in content and scoring of the questionnaires. In the DSS all but one items are formulated in the direction of a traditional double standard (e.g., "It is up to the man to initiate sex.") and participants answer the items on a scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Such a questionnaire design cannot distinguish between people with reversed and egalitarian sexual standards, because both groups of people will (strongly) disagree with the traditional items. Therefore, we cannot be completely sure that the negative combined mean found in studies using the DSS actually reflects reversed double standards, or an egalitarian view about the sexual behavior of men and women instead. In contrast, the SDSS consists of 20 items occurring in pairs, with parallel items about men's and women's sexual behavior (e.g., "A \[girl/boy\] who has sex on the first date is easy"). In addition, six items contrast men's and women's sexual behavior, with some items formulated in the direction of traditional SDS (e.g., "A man should be more sexually experienced than his wife.") and others formulated in an egalitarian way (e.g., "A woman's having casual sex is just as acceptable to me as a man's having casual sex."). Participants answer all items on a scale ranging from disagree strongly to agree strongly. Difference scores are computed between the 10 male and female items and the six individual item-scores are added to these difference scores. The design of the SDSS makes it possible to assess a more complete range of reversed to traditional double standards than with the DSS. However, the SDSS score range is asymmetrical (−30 to 48). Thus, the more traditional double standards appearing in studies using the SDSS might have been an artifact of the possible range of scores.

Limitations and Future Directions {#section35-1088868319891310}
---------------------------------

Some limitations of this meta-analytic study need to be addressed. First, the available body of quantitative research on SDS is highly homogeneous in terms of participant age, ethnicity, and educational level. According to biosocial theory, these factors are important in the social construction of gender roles, and more specifically for the social construction of SDS ([@bibr176-1088868319891310], [@bibr177-1088868319891310]). Therefore, future studies should examine SDS in more diverse samples in terms of ethnicity, age, and educational level.

Second, almost all studies included in this meta-analysis measured SDS in a relatively explicit way, by using self-report questionnaires, even though implicit measures, such as IATs or priming tasks, are less prone to social-desirable responding than explicit measures of stereotypes, and are often better predictors of behavior ([@bibr63-1088868319891310]). Thus, researchers should make use of more implicit tasks to assess SDS. Relatedly, previous research has used many different conceptualizations of SDS, sometimes combining attitudinal aspects with stereotypical aspects within one questionnaire. We advise future researchers to be more theory-driven in their conceptualization, operationalization, and predictions regarding SDS. For example, dual-process models ([@bibr64-1088868319891310]) or social cognition frameworks (e.g., [@bibr69-1088868319891310]) could be used to further conceptualize different aspects of people's SDS-cognitions, that is, implicit, explicit, attitudes, stereotypes, knowledge of stereotypes, prescriptive versus descriptive aspects, and personal versus collective aspects. New measures need to be developed and validated before we can examine the interplay between different double standard components.

Furthermore, studies assessing SDS via questionnaires sometimes used questionnaires that did not distinguish between people with reversed and egalitarian sexual standards. With such questionnaires, it is impossible to study predictors of individual differences in SDS-cognitions. When researchers would like to use a questionnaire in future studies on SDS, they should use questionnaires with symmetrical scales to assess the complete range of SDS from reversed to traditional (e.g., 20 item-pairs of the SDSS; [@bibr117-1088868319891310]) or develop new questionnaires that can assess the complete range.

Last, most studies included in this meta-analysis focused on SDS in behaviors associated with high sexual activity and only a few studies have been conducted specifically on behaviors associated with low sexual activity. However, further study of differences in the strength of traditional SDS between behaviors associated with high sexual activity (more male-typical) and behaviors associated with low sexual activity (more female-typical) is important. Such research can test whether boundaries for male-typical (sexual) behavior are more strict than for female-typical behavior ([@bibr80-1088868319891310]). Also, research on how people acquire traditional SDS-cognitions now is essential for designing future interventions that foster egalitarian sexual standards and sexual equality for men and women.

Conclusion {#section36-1088868319891310}
----------

The current meta-analysis demonstrated that people on average still clearly have traditional cognitions about SDS, in particular with regard to men and women having casual sex, having sex for the first time at an early age, and general sexual activity level. We also found clear evidence of traditional SDS in within- or between-subject experimental studies assessing differences in the evaluation, or expectation, of men's and women's sexual behavior. Nevertheless, SDS were less traditional in countries with higher levels of gender equality. This meta-analysis further demonstrated that both evolutionary theory and biosocial theory provide relevant and testable predictions with regard to the existence of SDS. It appears that a hybrid model including both evolutionary processes related to gender differences in parental investment and sexual strategies, as well as the societal division in gender roles can best explain double standards for the sexual behavior of men and women. This meta-analysis also demonstrated the relevance of dual-process models of social cognition ([@bibr64-1088868319891310]) for the measurement and conceptualization of SDS. Therefore, we call for more research on the interplay between evolutionary and sociocultural processes underlying SDS, using implicit as well as explicit conceptualizations and measures that are able to assess the entire range of double standards, from reversed to traditional.
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